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iil. 
PREFACE 
The great political movements in Europe and the 
North American continent in the latter half of the 18th 
century gave birth to the concepts of individual freedom, 
liberty and equality — concepts which were to have profound 
ramifications on both the theoxry and practice of Political 
Ay 
Science. Stating off from an essentially economic view-
I'olnl, thBEsci conci.^j)t:« wont on to gather political ovujt--
toiitJt;, iioon after, however, it was telt in many quaxtt;ia, 
tt^ at it is not enough to talk of individual freedom alone, 
p«irt 1.nularly in th«i background of the growth of nation 
iitcitea with strong rulers and the concept of nationaliaifu 
The acquisition and consolidation of power in a single, 
unifisd head was to gradually prove antithetic to individual 
liberty. The concept of human rights — rights considered 
indispenslble for the survival and development of the 
individual — has sought to enlarge and strengthen these 
concepts of individual freedom and liberty. 
The issue of human rights has entered the arena of 
world politics from the shadows, and now threatens to 
overturn the very fragile balance of international politics. 
The phrase 'human rights* is constantly on the lips of 
nev/scasters, politicians and political commentators daily, 
which some fear, may prove to be the kiss of death for the 
authenticity of the human rights movement. But however 
much the human rights industry has become a standby of 
editors and politicians, the movement in defence of basic 
rights has always been solidly based on the largely 
vulurtary and self-motivated initiatives of ordinary. 
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uoofficiol individuals working to express their anxiety 
and concern. This has been the strength of the human rights 
movfcsmynt and is liXely to remain as such. 
There is a growing realisation today about the necessity 
of nat-iora to abide by and adhere to certain well recognised 
principles of human rights, the UDHR for example, as a 
prelude to the establishment of a world society based on 
better tieatment of all citizens, including those who 
dissent irom and protest against official policy. Where 
nations fail to act in consonance with these principles, 
international public opinion is sought to be mobilised 
against the practice. The methods vary-from the formal, 
procydurnl, non-binding recommendations of international 
organisations like the UN,through the organising of concerts 
(Hui'an Rights Now, 1989) , to the adoption of prisoners and 
publication of yearly reports and other paraphernalia by 
organisations such as Amnesty International. Though generally 
underestimated, international public opinion is a very potent 
weapon in countering and arresting hiiman rights violations. 
The importance of the concept of human rights has 
increased tremendously of late, with a country like the USA 
taking into consideration the human rights records of 
countrieg; prior to formulating its foreign policy towards 
them. In fact, the 1970s saw a distinct growth in the 
awai-enesfi. of human rights in the USA, particularly under 
the Carter administration. The results were tangible. At 
the superficial level at least, erring countries were found 
to have t:aken certain corrective measures with regard to 
humein ricihts violation — lest they be deprived of much 
needed ec;onoraic and other kind of aid. 
There remains, however, a lot more work to be done 
before globalisation of human rights principles is achieved. 
xhiie much water has flowed under the bridge since the 
adoption ot the UN sponaored Universal Declaration of Human 
Kighta on DecenOaer 10, 1948, disappearances, torture, 
executions by governments etc. still occur with frightening 
rt;gulfirity all over the world. Other covenants on human 
iiAj\\i't.i have, tay and largejrtsmained dead lettera. The 
situation has been further weakened by the dismal performance 
of the UN as a human rights agency. While it has meant well, 
it has done little, except perhaps managing to arouse a 
hitherto hibernating sense of indignation among the people 
of the world. 
Amnesty International, since its inception in 1961, 
has stepped in to fill up this void. Characterised by a 
high dijgree of impartiality and independence, this non-
jovernmontal organisation has rendered yeoman service to the 
cause of human rights, both on its own as well as by 
i^ upplementing UN human rights activities. 
Mora] persuasion and public opinion mobilisation are 
instruments effectively used by Amnesty International to 
combat governmental exploitation of individuals, and as 
things stcind today,most governments have learnt to take AI 
indictments seriously and act, albeit reluctantly, in 
deference to the demands of an aroused public opinion. 
I ha\'e, in this dissertation,attempted to sketch 
broadly tVie role that Amnesty International has played in 
the 29 years of its existence in alleviating falling 
global hur^ an rights standards, and also emphasise upon its 
coritrltaution in securing the ground for freedom, for justice, 
cjtnd thereby, for peace in the world. 
The iitudy is divided into five chapters. The first 
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chapter deals with the philosophical basis of hun\an rights. 
Beginning with a definition of human rights, it discusses 
the evolution of the concept over the ages as also its 
nature and characteristics. 
The second chapter is primarily a survey of the human 
rights situation in a few select countries. It deals with 
non~-governmental organisations involved in upholding human 
rights principles and their method of working. The 
problepas of torture and the death penalty, considered the 
most coniinon manifestations of human rights violations, 
hdve been analysed, as also the case of women's rights in 
the broader context of human rights. 
An attempt has been made in the third chapter to outline 
the organisational structure of Amnesty after having traced 
its evolution and growth. The issue of AI's 'mandate', 
which determines the scope and limitations of its activity, 
has also been discussed in this chapter. 
The fourth chapter seeks to identify the problems in 
the implementation of human rights principles and also 
measure the degree of success that AI has achieved in 
countering hxaman rights violations. 
The fifth is the concluding chapter focusaing on the 
latest developments in the global human rights sphere, 
Be&idea, the human rights situation in India and the queiilion 
of review of the AI mandate — which has been on the cards 
since quite some time now — have been dealt with. 
Lack of adequate source material has been a constant 
hindrance to the completion of this work. I had the oppor-
tunity, during a trip to the UK and the USA, in 1988-89, 
to visit the Amnesty International Headquarters in London, 
Vil 
as well as the United Nations. Except for a few pamphlets and 
books published by Amnesty, nothing much was made available to 
me. I hc.ve thus had to depend entirely on material available at 
Amnesty's Indian Section, New Delhi, the Maulana Azad Library, 
AMU, Aligarh, the JNU Library, New Delhi, the Indian Council of 
World Affairs Library, New Delhi, the British Council Library, 
New Delhi, and the American Center Library, New Delhi. 
I would like to place on record my heartfelt gratitude and 
deep appreciation of the help and motivation provided to me by 
my Supervisor, Dr.M.A.Kishore, Reader, Department of Political 
Science, AMV, Aligarh, in writing this dissertation. I am 
thankful to Professor A.p.Sharma, Chairman of the Department 
for his 2ncouragement. 
i would fail in my duty if I were not to mention the 
names of Mr.Ravi Nair and Mr.Ganguly of Amnesty's Indian 
oection, who have taken great pains to explain how Aimnesty 
works. 
Thanks are also due to Shalja, Nivedita, Kausar and 
Reshma, who have, through criticism and praise, inspired me 
into putting in ray best.efforts, not to mention their help 
in the tedious job of proof reading. 
Last:ly, I would like to thank Mr.Mashhood Alam Kaz for 
doing a very fine job of typing. 
Dtrpurtnier,t of Political Science 




C H A P T E R - 1 
HUMAN RIGHTS - PHILOSOPHICAL 
BASIS, EVOLUTION AND NATURE 
Chapter I 
HUMAN RIGHTS - PHILOSOPHICAL BASIS, 
EVOLUTION AND NATURE 
i.O Philosophical Basis 
Human Rights are those rights which are considered 
to be abSiDlutely essential for the survival, existence 
and personality development of the human being. These 
rigntis arir believed to be inalienable and inviolable, 
without which humans would be reduced to the level of 
ciriiindla. ^ 
The j.dea of a human right is actually just an abbrevia-
tion of tVie idea of a natural human right. Historically, 
opeciaily in England and the united States, the political 
ideas associated with natural rights had a serious impact. 
The Declai'ation of Independence, for example, and most 
National Constitutions today make explicit reference to 
buch rights. But the more this idea came into use, the 
less rigorously did those using it adhere to its philoso-
phical basis. 
The idea of natural rights rested on a fairly definite, 
although controversial, philosophical foundation called 
noiturdlism. This view held that what is morally right or 
wiong is SDinething we can know, just as we know anything 
else about nature. Not long after natural rights theory 
Wdi.i born, nowever, naturalism itself came under severe 
1 Jdck C.Piano and Roy 01ton. The International Relations 
i'J.":,' ' V•''£/' Kaanllian. New York, TsW, p. 2G5 
cri:.icism. Afterawhile most philosophers rejected naturalism 
tor various reasoni-„ some sound and others flimsy. With 
thiii turn of events there no longer seemed to be any 
vali.dity to the idea of natural rights. But since they had 
gairied wide-scale popular acceptance and become part of 
Lhe existing legoJ. systems, they could not easily be 
abandoned. Subsequently there was a small shift in emphasis. 
Natural rights had to do with the rights all people 
have hy virtue of their nature, but to accommodate the 
critics* opposition to naturalism, the term 'natural* was 
dropped in favour of 'human'. Although in popular discourse 
littj.e attention is thus paid to the naturalistic origin of 
rights, one really cannot deny the connection between human 
and natural rights. The link is obvious in the history and 
in tbe theoretical basis of the two. A human right is 
explained as something due to a person in a social context 
because of his membership in the class of humanity; because 
2 he is ci human being. 
I;a current use of the concept, human rights are often 
thouglvt to be entirely parasitic or dependent upon the 
idea of a legal right. Some argue that there cannot be 
rlghtJi other than those granted by some rightsgranting 
authority. This means that our human rights are no more than 
entitlements to something if and when the legal authorities 
will infact enforce or protect them. We have no such rights 
if the law is not responding. 
The difference between human rights and legal rights 
however, is that while one can have legal rights that 
others do not share, this could not be true about one's 
Tibor R.Machan, Hun^ an Rights and Human Liberties; A 
Raclica 1 Reconstruction of the American Political 
T£;::'Ay;'^5lf!^  Nels^on-HMll, Chicayo, 1975, p.51 
human rights. Moreover^ we are entitled to something 
by virtue of our hxananity in the case of the former, but 
by virtue of some legal edict in the case of the latter. 
In ordinary discussions, human rights serve to connect 
moral and legal conduct. For example, when Black people 
protest that their human rights are being violated, they 
do not just mean that some positive, enacted law has 
been broken. Rather, they want to call attention to the 
fact that it is possible to be lawful and yet violate human 
rights. In a word, where there is a human right, there 
ought to be legal provisions for its protection and 
presentation. This is not to say that hxaman and legal 
rights are the same, but the latter ought to coincide with 
the foriner as best as can be achieved. 
2.0 Evolution 
The expression 'Human Rights', as a term of art, is 
of recent origin. Even in its French inspired form 'Rights 
of Man" (Droits de'L homme), it goes back only to the last 
decades of the 18th century. The idea, however, of the law, 
or the law giver, defining and protecting the legal rights 
of man -— mainly the mutural rights of the members of the 
community — is much older, and infact, was known to poets, 
philosojf'hers, and politicians in antiquity and in the 
Middle P.ges. In fact, throughout the centuries, there 
has beer: a close connection and interdependence between 
the idea of 'Natural Law' and the idea of the natural 
rights of man. These ideas may be found in the works of 
the Stoics, both Greek and Roman, and in the teachings 
of early Christianity, St,Thomas Aquinas and medieval 
English scholars of law. 
AS Radolph Von vlherinq pointed out a century ago, the 
law of .ancient Repiibllcan Rome guaranteed to the Roman 
citizen the. right to take part in the government of his 
country by participating in the exercise of the power of 
legislaV-ion/ in the administration of criminal justice, 
in elect;ing public officials and even in having a share in 
3 
the police power, 
TheiGe ideas of human rights are encountered in the 
writings of the Spanish theologian-lawyers of the 16th 
century like Fransisco de Vitoria (1480-1546), who used 
legal arguments, moral reasoning and political preaching 
in sujipott of the rights of the newly conquered Indiana 
4 in Latin America, as against their Spanish conquerors, and 
in the works of the Dutch Hugo Grotius, the founder of 
modern international law, and of John Milton and John 
Locke, the ideological architects of the English Revolution 
of the 17th century. 
2.1 The First Codification ; Ancient legal codes failed to 
recognise any area of individual freedom from state inter-
ference, and the first codification of something akin to a 
catalogue of rights — if not for all people, then at least 
for U\e nobles of the land — began to emerge in compacta 
between princes and feudal assemblies. One of the earliest 
of these came in 1188, when the Cortes, the feudal assembly 
of the kingdom of Leon — on the Iberian peninsula — received 
from Kinc[ Alfanso IX his confirmation of a series of rights, 
includinc the right of the accused to a regular trial, and 
the right to the inviolability of life, labour, home and 
5 
property. In the Golden Bull of King Andrew II of Hungary 
3 Rudolph Von Jhering (1857-78), quoted in David L.Stills ed,, 
Internatipnal Encyclopaedia of the Social Sciences, 
*y.dcjiiill»in Company and the Free ipreas, p. 540 
^ lE-Jii^ '^'^' ..-i'-!l . :.r'' '. , Mr j.i „rinicci Inc., ChlCiUO, U-A, 
TT;7 
(1222), the king guaranteed, among other things, that no 
noble would be arrested or ruined without first being 
convictiid in conformity with Judicial procedure. The 
most faureus and influential commitment of this kind was 
in the English Magna Carta, accepted by King John 1 at 
Runnymede in 1215, Though it was exacted by his feudal 
barons in their own selfish interest and was by no means 
intended, to assert rights and liberties for all, several 
of ita provisions, among them the famous Clause 39 
stating, that "no freeman shall be taken or imprisoned 
or exiled or in any way be destroyed except by the 
lav/ful judgement of his peers or (and) the law of the 
land," gave expression to the idea of individual freedom 
and becane the symbol of this freedom for centuries to 
come. 
The evolution of the concept of human rights followed 
a set pattern in Western countries in the 16th century. 
In order to challenge the age old privileges and religious 
authority enjoyed by the feudal aristocrate and the 
clergymen in the Middle Ages, enlightened bourgeois 
thinkers of that time saw fit to propagate theory of 
natural rights with its attributes of freedom, equality 
7 
and the pursuit of happiness. This theory subsequently 
Deccirae a powerful ideological weapon for the nascent 
capitcilist class in its fight against feudalism. 
In England of the 17th century, battles were fought 
against the non-observance of the ancient rights o£ 
Englishmen. Out of these struggles, there came two great 
6 Ibid. 
7 Md.Mainul Islam, "The Human Rights Movement : A Study 
from Third World Perspective - Some Observations" in 
.ftg-j-i*:"-Studies, Journal of the Department of Government 
or.'.r Politics, Jahangir Nagar University, Bangladesh, 
documents: the petition of Rights of 1628 and the Bill of 
Rights of 1689. These dociiments did not purport to define 
basic human rights of all mankind. They were intended to 
give relief for specific grievances by limiting the power 
of the king and by strengthening the power of Parliament and 
of courts. Their ideas and even their texts are, however, 
reflected in the works of the American Declaration of Inde-
pendence, in the Virginia Bill of Rights 1776, in the French 
Declaration of the Rights of Man and of the Citizen, and in 
the Ranerican Bill of Rights. 
In the course of the 19th and 20th centuries, the 
example set tsy the United States and France of adopting 
Bills of Rights or otherwise embodying such rights in their 
constitutions was followed on the entire continent of 
Eurojje and the movement spread to the Americas, Asia and 
Africa; the British dominions and possessions remained aloof 
from this movement. 
The Russian Revolution of 1917, while following the 
i^ yrierJ.can-French precedent in the form of its pronouncements, 
gave it a fundamentally diffeirent substance. The difference 
lies in the emphasis on economic and social rights in 
addition to the traditional,political and civil rights. Such 
provisions are also found in other constitutions, such as 
the Mexican Constitution of 1917. 
In the first half of the 20th century. International 
concern with human rights found expression in certain 
provisions of the Covenant of the League of Nations. 
Member States of the League adopted the obligation to 
endeavour to secure and maintain fair and humane conditions 
of lauour for men, women and children and also to ensure 
the just treatment of the indigeneous inhabitants of their 
colonies. Under the mandate system established by the 
League Covenant, the responsibility for the well being and 
development of the people placed vinder the mandates was 
considered a 'sacred trust' of nations. 
In addition, some of the post-1919 peace treaties 
and a number of 'minorities treaties' and declarations 
created a system for the protection of linguistic, racial 
and religious minorities under the guarantee of the League 
of Nations. And the ILO was established in 1919 as an 
autonomous organization, associated with the League, with 
the explicit realization that universal peace could be 
established only if it were to be based upon social 
justice. 
Hopes and aspirations of the freedom-loving people 
once again were burnt in the flames of World War II. The 
experience of war and the Nazi atrocities resulted in the 
widespread conviction that effective international 
protection of human rights waa one of the otioenlittl 
conditions of everlasting peace and prosperity. In other 
words, peace and progress were considered not possible in 
a world where gross violation of human rights took place. 
A formal commitment to the principles of human rights 
took the shape of the Charter of the United Nations. The 
human rights clauses in the Charter reflect the reaction 
of th(3 international community to the horrors of World 
War I'.L and the nature of the r^ jgimes which unleashed it. 
In th«i preamble of the Charter,, the people of the UN 
"reaf::irTn faith in fundamental human rights, in the dignity 
and worth of the human person". In addition. Articles 1(3), 
13(1), 55, 62(2), and 76 commit the Organisation to tlie 
goal of promoting and encouraging respect for human rights 
and for fundamental freedoms for all. In becoming party 
8 United Nations and Human Rights, UN Publication, New York, 
1978, p.l • 
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to tine Charter, the member nations pledge themselves under 
Articiles 2(2), 55 and 56 to take joint and separate 
9 
acticn for the achievement of this goal. 
Having adopted the Charter, the UN set for itself a 
three-fold task in the field of human rights: the proclama-
tion of a Universal Declaration of Human Rights that was 
to be taken as a conunon standard of achievement for all 
p^ples and all nations; the adoption of one or seveiai 
international covenants on human rights having the force 
ut law in all the ratifying states; and the setting up of 
bodies to supervise the observance of the covenants. 
The first phase of the task was completed on December 10, 
1948 when the General Assembly unanimously adopted the UDHR, 
'Vhij uecoiid and third phases could be broadly accomplluhad 
(•nly after a lapse of eighteen years, with the adoption of 
two covenants, viz., the International Covenant on Economic, 
Social and Cultural Rights and the International Covenant on 
Civil and Political Rights, and the Optional Piotocol to the 
latte.:. 
Today the corpus of international law governing human 
right:; is comprised of atleast fifteen Declarations. in 
addition, some fifty treaties can be considered offshoots 
of the principles laid down in the UDHR. Naturally, 
therefore, the task now facing human rights organisations, 
which have grown in number over the years, is not so much 
to drcift new texts as to see that existing texts are 
implemented and respected. In other words, it is not the 
9 S.C. Khare, Human Rights and UN, New Delhi, 1977, p.382 
10 Karel Vasak, "A 30-Year Struggle j The Sustained Efforts 
to Give Force to the UDHR", Courier, UNESCO, Paris, 
Nov. 1977 
11 Ian Browlie, ed,, Basic Documents on Human Rights. 
London, 1971, p.531 — — ~ — -
cocaflcution but the protection of human rights which is of 
greater relevance today. 
The notion of Human Rights and the appeal to the 
rights of man steins from a specific tradition of political 
philosophy that began with Spinoza and Hobbes, and matured 
in the writings of Locke, Montesquieu, Rousseau and Kant. 
These men were the first to teach that all legitimate 
governments derive their authority solely from the consent 
of -.he governed; that each sane adult, as an independent 
individual, must be understood to possess certain cldima or 
rights that cannot be taken away, and for which he is 
beholden to no human authority; that far from being 
ind€ibted to government or political society for these 
rights, the individual has joined with other individuals in 
erecting, transforming or maintaining governments as un 
instrument whose major purpose is to protect and fosttr 
pre-existing rights. 
The commitment to human rights, however, does not 
entail an endorsement of any particular conception of 
human perfection of man's destiny. On the contrary, to 
lay iitress on the rights of man is to allow controversy 
about the ultimate meaning of life to recede into the 
backciround of politics. Government is certainly supposed 
to protect the "pursuit of happiness", but it should 
hesitate in giving direction to that pursuit, without 
12 becoming altogether neutral or limitlessly tolerant, 
Political life at its best is to foster a much greater 
diversity than was hitherto believed prudent or desirable. 
12 Clifford Orwin and Thomas Pangle, "The Philosophical 
Foundation of Human Rights" in Mark F, Plattner, ed., 
Human Rights in Our Time; Essays in Memory of Victor 
Baras, Boulder, Colorado, 1984, p.4 
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This wide shift in perspective follows from the insight 
that every human being, apart from and prior to any ties 
and obligations he or she may have, possesses, as an 
individual, certain desires that are uniquely human and that 
cannot be chosen or rejected but are simply given. These 
desires are observably less alterable than any others and 
can therefore be said to be a part of man's natural 
constitution. The drive to satify them appears to be 
the only generally shared goal of human societies and one 
may reasc^ nably conclude that this drive is the fundamental 
and the only indisputable reason why men come together in 
political societies, it thus provides, according to Orwin 
and Pang.'ie, "an objective political standard, a ground upon 
which ail government, whatever its otlier aims, must stand --, 
and give;? every citizen a set of claims against his govern-
13 
mcnt and his fellow citizens". 
3.0 The Nature of Human Rights: 
Human rights are distinguished from other moral rights 
in pojsooasing tho lollowing inherent char«ictoriatics3! "• 
(x) Universality (ii) Individuality (iii) Paramountcy 
(iv) Practicability, and (v) Enforceability. 
•^•^  Universality : It has been asserted that human rights 
differ i:rom other moral rights"in being the rights of all 
15 people at all times in all situations". But it is only in 
13 Ibid. 
14 L.J. Macfarlane, The Nature of Hximan Rights, Oxford 
University press, UK, 1984, p.3 
15 Maurice Cranston, What are Human Rights? The Bodley 
Head, USA, 1973, p.21 
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terras cf our present conceptions and values that we can 
ascribe moral rights to past persons and people who lack 
any notion of rights. What has to be recognised is that 
the corcept of Universal Human Rights embodies values which 
not only conflict with other strongly-held values and 
conceptions, but which are incompatible with, and subversive 
of/ certain forms of society and social institutions. Para-
doxica;. implications of this are seen in the United 
Nation.'} Universal Declaration of Human Rights which 
professes to be a statement of human rights, irrespective 
of the particular social and political order under which 
they h.appen to live, but which goes on to enumerate a detailed 
list oE rights which presupposes values and institutions 
of a certain kind of social and political order, namely 
liloeral democratic, industrial society. 
A solution to this paradox provided by professor Milne 
is to scrap the UDHR and substitute it by a list of six basic 
human rights which all men owe to their fellows — to lite, 
to respect for one's dignity as a person, to be dealt with 
honestly, to have one's interests fairly considered, to be 
free from arbitrary coercion and interference, and to have 
one's distress relieved. These basic rights are to be 
understood and implemented in ways appropriate to the 
values and institutions of the concerned community. Only 
17 
on this basis. Professor Milne argues, can the idea of 
human rights be given significance for Third World and 
Communist States — a significance to which these states 
are entitled, since it is possible for the members of such 
societies to live together as fellow human beings. Never-
thelejis he accepts that there is a case for requiring all 
16 Prof. A.J.M.Milne, "The Idea of Human Rights-. A 
Critical Enquiry", in F.E.Dowerick, ed.. Human Rlghco' 
l^roblems, perapectivea and Texts, Saxon Ilou.-^ e, 1979, p. 33 
1'' I^ bid., pp. 34-35 
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nations to be constitutional states, subject to the rule of 
law and with legal safeguards against social discrimination. 
The qualifications introduced by Professor Milne are 
significant, considering that governments are not entitled 
to apply human rights principles as they think fit, according 
to the needs and requirements of their own system, where 
tnis involves discrimination and disregard for constitutional 
legality and the rule of law. Far from being relevant only 
to cert;ain groups of people, these rights are seen as of 
univerjial concern, 
Tlie universal character of a human right is to be deter-
niined Ijy whether all men require it if they are to live asi 
full human beings, not by whether its realistic enjoyment is 
compatible with the continued existence of particular forms 
of society, whether past or present. Claims to universal 
rights must be seen as claims to which one can establish a 
universal entitlement, rather than claims which have 
universal support. Universal rights necessarily preclude 
any discrimination or exclusion, whether on grounds of 
race, colour, sex, language, religion, political or other 
opinicns, national or social origin, property, birth or 
any either status. 
•^•2 "J ndlvlduality; The concept of rights is grounded in 
and dt;rives much of its support and colouring from the 
acceptance of man as a free individual, a being of dignity 
and worth, endowed with reason and conscience, and capable 
of moral choice and free activity. Where that value is not 
accepted, there is no place for rights as of right, but only 
tor rights as of concession or custom. Human Rights are 
the rights of individuals, to meet the needs and purposes 
of individuals. 
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While Human Rights are the rights of individuals, they 
are, f:.rst and foremost, rights against society, rather than 
against other individuals, since it is society's responsibility 
to tn^ u-nre that the rights concerned are given legal force 
and upheld against all persons and bodies within the 
commun.'Lty, In modern States, this responsibility devolves 
directly on the government. Imposing instead^a strict and 
special obligation on itself not to infringe or neglect 
the rights it has a responsibility to secure. 
2*3 Paramountcy; A Human Right, is considered as soroethlng 
which no one can be deprived of without a grave affront to 
justice. There are certain deeds which should never be 
done, certain freedoms which should never be invaded, some 
things which are supremely sacred. There is, however, a 
difficulty of providing a definitive criterion of paramountcy. 
One answer has been provided in the distinction between weak 
and strong moral rights; the latter being those rights 
which it would be wrong for the government to override simply 
on the grounds that the exercise of the right is not in the 
public Interest, or is contrary to the majority will. 
Such strong moral rights are paramount in that individuals 
are, where necessary, entitled to exercise them in spite of 
law tci the contrary. That is not to say that strong rights 
may never be legally overridden, or the law enforced 
against those asserting strong rights; but that such 
overriding action can be justified under 'emergency* 
condit.ions, i.e., short of leading to a collapse of society. 
One can also derive a paramountcy criterion from the concept 
of bafiic needs — the need for survival and the need for 
moral autonomy — which all societies ought to meet so that 
men can pursue any of the possible variety of goals embodied 
in any universalizable moral code. 
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3.4 practicability : Human Rights claims are never made 
to what is physically impossible, or to what must necessarily 
be restricted to a very small minority; nor are they made 
in terms of what is now enjoyable by only a small minority 
of the world's population. Thus, the poor of the Third 
VJor:.d claim the right to an adequate livelihood, not the 
right to live as well as the average man of the western world, 
iracticability has to be established in terms of the 
probability that proposed changes will help meet the basic 
economic and social needs of the poor, with a minimum 
distaroance of existing rights and customary ways. 
3 .3 Enforc«iabillty s The Isauti of iiiternatiijnal enfoicw-
ability of Human Rights is a much more complex one than it 
appears, although Maurice Cranston considers that there is 
nothing difficult about transforming political and civil 
rights into positive rights. All that is needed is an 
international court with real powers of enforcement. in 
reality, international courts are not capable of carrying 
out the role which Cranston would assign to them. Even the 
European Court of Justice of the European Economic Conununity 
rei^ lies on member states complying with its rulings in 
cdiiea involving alleged breaches of obligations under the L'KC 
Treaty,,"'"^  If a member State defies a Court ruling, there is 
no provision under the EEC Treaty for the use of sanctions 
against: the delinquent. When an EEC member-state fails 
to comply, the matter passes outside the realm of the law, 
and becomes political, resolvable only by concerted 
political action on the part of the other Governments to 
secure ,a political compromise. Vfliile there is no provision 
under the Community Treaties for expulsion of a defaulting 
18 Maurice Cranston, quoted in L.J.Macfarlane, op.cit., p.11 
19 L.J.Macfarlane, Nature of Human Rights, op.cit., p.11 
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meimber-state it would be politically possible for all the 
other members to do so. This would, however, require such 
H major revision of the whole Community structure and 
cause such major dislocations, that it is difficult to 
envisage it being even contemplated. 
The provisions of the European Convention for the 
Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedom constitute 
t:he only effective working system for the legal enforce-
imr. t ol Huiiiwii Klghtu. With niuinber atatiaa buiny ylveii t-hu 
right to denounce the Convention (aa Greece did in 1969, 
lutuiin-d in 1974) , or decide whtstliei or nut to accept 
the decisions of the European Court of Human Rights, the 
iueffcrctivt-ness of the Convention has come into focus. 
Even if the provisions of the International Covenant 
on Civil and political Rights were brought in line with 
those of the European Convention on Human Rights, it would 
still be open to any UN member state not to permit 
individual applications and not to be bound by judicial 
deci;3ions. That is not to say that a strengthening of the 
enforcement provisions of UN International Covenants is not 
to b€ desired, but only to stress that such a strengthening 
would not, in itself, bring about substantial reduction 
ot violations in violating states. Human Rights enforceintint 
woulo thus appear essentially a matter of domestic politics 
rather than of international law. 
^•^ Contemporary Notions of Human Rights 
In philosophically influential circles, several varieties 
of the idea of Human Rights may be found. Marxists, for 
instance, believe that Human Rights are social principles 
preferred by different classes of people. The propertied 
16 
desire to keep and control what they have, so they advocate 
property rights; the poor wish to obtain what others have, 
so they advocate welfare rights and so on. 
To Marx, any talk of rights possessed by people 
equally, inalienably, absolutely, and universally would 
have i:o await the conwrmnist epoch when all persons will 
have reached a common nature, total equality and perfection. 
Until then, people are in a state of incompletion and 
imperEection, incapable of justifying equal human rights. 
Only dfter the various revolutionary stages would human 
being3 become • fully hxoman' , at which time rights would 
20 
become human instead of class rights. 
iome other human rights theorists have argued that 
they must be defined in terms of some desired ideal of 
wtiat human communities should be. Here again, the ideal in 
terms of which the rights are to be defined emerges from 
human desires, preference or choice and cannot be identified 
as trae or correct. So the resulting rights cannot be 
considered true-principles upon which societies ought to be 
constructed, principles around which a good human community 
must e^ organised. For as long as their source is a desire 
or choice without a standard of right or wrong, these 
rights are not objective but arbitrary, even if widely 
accepted. 
Still other ideas about Human Rights have gained some 
currency, Thus^ soroe have argued that Human Rights are the 
expression of the general will, the public interest, 
national destiny or the social good. Accordingly/ Human 
Rights mean those principles by which everyone must act to 
20 ribor, R. Machan, Human Rights and Human Liberties; 
H^  Radical J^econstructlon of the American Political 
I'taalHon, "op.cit., pip. 41-42 ~^ '' 
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serve the interest of the whole society, nation, race, God 
or soiiiti other transcundant good. 
People like Gregory Vlastos have made efforts to argue 
for certain varieties of Human Rights, for instance, so 
called "prima facie' rights, but these are precisely to be 
dist:.nguished from human natural rights by their prima facie 
character — they are not absolute within a system of 
juuLJ.cfc but must yield to moral conaidcrdtions when the 
21 laLt€:r are 'stronger'. That, in time, of course, leads 
to tl-ie problem of deciding what count as stronger consi-
aerot.ions than the rights of human beings in matters of 
political organisation and law. 
There is however a growing realisation all over the 
world that notwithstanding theoretical commitments to Human 
Rights principles by a majority of the countries, there 
exists an apparently irreconcilable dichtomy between Huntan 
Rights theory and its practice. Human Rights violations 
are the most common of phenomena today. The United Nations, 
whose one avowed aim was to ensure curtailment, if not 
total prevention of these violations, through primarily 
non-coercive means has failed to cut much ice with governments 
Intent on deliberate violation of Human Rights principles. 
It has been limited in Implementing Human Rights conventions 
by the presence of many 'safeguard clauses' in them, 
designed to authorise in certain circumstances, restrictions 
on or curtailment of Human Rights. These clauses are 
iioinetUnes so broad that they actually constitute loopholes 
for g<3vernments. 
'Lhese deficiencies and incapacities of the United Nations 
21 A.I. Melden, Human Rights, Belmont, California, 
1970, pp. 76-95 
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which have an official interest in human rights, like the 
third (Social, Hvimanitarian and Cultural) , fourth (Trus-
teeship) and sixth (Legal) Committees of the General 
Assemtdy. Finally, human rights are entrenched in the 
global bureaucracy: in the Division of Human Rights of 
the UIS Secretariat. 
Ihere are major differences of opinion as regards what 
principles should appear on the global map of human rights. 
The UE'HR, the Covenants, the various Conventions and all 
international measures which, while recognising the 
existence of a society beyond the society of States, attempts 
to reciulate or constrain the conduct o£ States towards 
that society. According to Vincent, '... The map seeking 
to da J., let the principles of this society would be fuzzy, 
and ui evenly ahadtid, but, thure would be aonie couunon point 
in the enterprise in virtue of obligations that the states 
4 themselves had accepted.' It is true that the map would 
be drcwn differently in different societies according to 
local views about the principles that mattered most in the 
area cf human rights. But there are many who consider some 
human rights principles as peremptory norms binding on all 
membeis of international society. 
The final item for the map was implementation. By 
implenentation of international human rights instruments 
is not meant the kind of process that one associates with 
a civil service carrying out the will of an elected govern-
ment, but, as in the UN context, a system where parties to 
convertions (states) report on their fidelity to their enga-
nienta, and then a peer group reviews the reports according 
5 
to procedures varying with the instruments. Finally, 
4 I b i d . , p.94 
5 This approach was f i r s t developed by the I n t e r n a t i o n a l 
Latour Organization (ILO) and was followed by other 
agencies of the UN. I t however remains most sophis t ica ted 
in the ILO context . 
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recomiiiendations to the state parties may follow, and, much 
more irarely, international conciliation to resolve a 
particular problem. Binding measures under the Security 
Council of the UN or after referral to the ICJ are 
rarer still, 
I here are however, certain factors which come in the 
way of implementation. The first is that where states 
themselves are the judge of each other's human rights 
records, in such a situation we should not be surprised if 
a kiric of frotimasonry opCfaLed amony them, making tljcrn 
reluctant to call each other names in public in case such a 
policy were to rebound to their disadvantage. Secondly, 
whwn t)*jii»«ca) liny t-akey pl^ ccj dcapite this constraint, we 
should not be surprised if it is directed not at some situation 
which, objectively measured, is the most outrageous, but at 
those members of the community of states whose hold on their 
places in the esteem of others is weakest: pariah states 
f. 
like Israel and South Africa. The prospects for the imple-
mentation of human rights evenly throughout international 
society,look very weak on this account. 
Notwithstanding these factors, there are small indica-
tors of a brighter prospect, arising essentially from the 
possibility of turning the objection to these 'pariah' states 
to more general account. In 1967, with its eyes fixed on 
Southern Africa, the ECOSOC passed Resolution 1235 (XLII), 
which authorised its human rights bodies 'to examine 
information relevant to gross violations of human rights and 
fundamental freedoms'. Then three years later, the same 
Council adopted Resolution 1503 (XLVIII),which, among other 
things, allowed the Sub-Commission on prevention of 
6 R.J.Vincent, Human Rights and International Relations, 
.op,<:'.it., p.95 
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and its agencies were soon perceived by non-governmental 
22 groups, individuals and organisations who considered it 
useful and necessary to make up for the shortcomings of 
the woxld organization with their own direct action. In 
this Wciy* there arose nviraerous initiatives by groups which 
derive their origin and justification not only from 
inter-cfovernmental action, but directly from the social 
fabric of the international comnmnity. 
The characteristic feature of these non-governmental 
organiiiations is that they are more independent than 
inter-tjovernmental organisations of political forces and 
are thus able to identify, project and criticize Human 
Rights violations wherever they may occur. It is a tribute 
to mos': of these organisations that they have shown 
reinark.able independence in their work, de^ ipite their buiall 
size and impecunious position, 
NGOs provide in a variety of ways many useful functions 
for th2 protection of Htyman Rights. They inform the 
people as to what rights they have, and where they may go 
if the/ believe that their rights have been violated. They 
inform governments when their armed services, public 
services and other authorities violate Human Rights. NGOs 
further provide organizations like the UN and the Council ' 
of Europe with information of violations and at times 
supply ideas to these bodies with a view to help them draw 
up a definite policy with regard to Hioman Rights 
violations. 
22 ECOSOC defined the NGO as "an International Organi-
zation established by Inter-Government Agreement". 
'loday an organization is called International whose 
(a) membership comprises of people from two or more 
riations; (b) field of operation is across one or 
more national boundaries; and (c) targets are pre-
selected. 
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Arnong the NGOs which have niade their impact felt on 
HunicitiR.Lghts arena, Arntjnsty International, founded in 1961, 
holds .i pre-eminent position. It has, over the years, 
manageci to creates an awareness within the International 
Cora-nun Lty of the need to adhere to Human Rights principles 
drawn up by various world bodies. Persistent, infonned 
and cautious pressure applied by Amnesty International has 
c.-uimilu Liv«-ly led a number of governmenLa to reanalyse 
their internal policies against the background of the 
Human Rights framework. 
Tais dissertation aims at studying the pattern of 
Human Rights violations in different parts of the world, with 
a comparative study of violation under different political 
systems. Drawing from the philosophical basis of Human 
Rights, it seeks to emphasise upon the role played by NGOs, 
particularly Amnesty International, in the alleviation of 
falling global huiT\an rights standards. Structural and 
functional problems faced by Amnesty International in the 
implementation of Human Rights principles have also been 
dealt vjith extensively in this dissertation. 
C H A P T E R - I I 
HUMAN RIGHTS SITUATION IN 
THE WORLD : AN OVERVIEW 
Chapter II 
HUMAN RIGHTS SITUATION IN THE WORLD : 
AN OVERVIEW 
1•0 Human Rights and the UN 
(In the preamble to the Charter* the peoples of the united 
Nations determined not merely to save succeeding generations 
from tie scourge of war, but to reaffirm faith in fxomdamental 
human rights, in the dignity and worth of the human person, 
and in the equal rights of men and women and of nations large 
and small.) The kind of language associated with revolutions 
within the member states of international society, notably 
America and Prance, was now asserted on behalf of world society 
as a wl'iole. Consistent with this, the UN took as its purpose, 
in addition to the maintenance of international peace and 
security, the promotion of respect for human rights and fundd-
mental freedoms, and the members pledged to take joint and 
aeparuie action in cooperation with the organization to achieve 
this goal. This commitment is believed to represent a revo-
lution in international politics, with two different meanings 
attach(-d. The first is that while states still constitute 
ttHi membership of international society,they have taken on revo-
lionar;;;' purpose, adding the needs and interests of individuals 
.jtid yruupa other than stotes to their traditional preoccu-
pation with peace and security among themselves. The second 
Is thai in taking on these purposes, states have dissolved 
international society into a world society in which groups 
1 
and individuals have equal standing with states. 
1 R.J.Vincent, Human Rights and International Relations, 
Camoridge university press, 1966, p.93 
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Ihe concern here is not with an assessment of this 
• revoi.ution* but with placing hurnan rights on a global »uip, 
showing institutions, then principles and finally measures 
of imfilementation. 
Ihe acceptance of human rights as a general part of 
the b\.isiness of international society was signalled insti-
tutionally by the establishment — by the Economic and 
Social. Council in 1946 — of the UN Commission on Human 
2 Rightsi. It is States that sit on this Commission and 
progreiss in it on the question of human rights is constrained 
by th€! preoccupation of states and interstate society. But 
in the: year of its own establishment, the Commission appointed 
a Sub-Comrnission on the Prevention of Discrimination and 
Protection of Minorities, whose members sit as experts and 
not af! representatives of governments. Partly because 
it is uninstructed, this body has become an important 
cigenc;, on the issue of human rights in general and not 
just c>n its official concern with discrimination and 
3 
niinorj.ties. 
h second set of human rights institutions whose range 
is global, atleast potentially, is composed of committees 
of re\'iew set up under various conventions such as that on 
the E].iniinatlon of Racial Discrimination, and that on 
the Ej.imination of Discriminatin against Women. The Human 
RiyhtSi Committee, established under the Covenant on Civil 
and Pcilitical Rights, is the best known of these. Then, 
third, there are political organs of the united Nations 
See Robin Chatterjie,"The United Nations" in R.J.Vincent 
*"--^• Foreign Policy and Human Rights - Issues and 
Responses, Cambridge University Press, 1986, p.233 
R.J.Vine <v'nt. Human Rl ghts and International Re la -
tions, op.cit.",pT?l 
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Discrimination and protection ot Minorities; to consider 
communications from individuals or situations "which appe-^ r 
to reveal a consistent pattern of gross and reliably 
attested violations of human rights and fundamental 
7 
f reedoits." 
The first of these resolutions challenged the free-
masonr]^ of sovereign states; the second, the tendency to 
diacussi only the human rights violations that fitted political 
convenJ.ence. This is not to suggest that a bright new day 
had dav/ned for human rights with the passage of these resolu-
tions. But there is no reason in principle why these bits of 
iuterijcutional constitutional law should not be turned in 
other directions as well, and this the VJest and some Third 
Vvorld countries have sought to do, with increasing success 
in x'eccnt years. 
Tae story of the successful implementation of human 
riijhtu principlcu, ait liaoyt pactialiy, cannut bu told without 
mention of the influence of various UN agencies and non-
governnfiental organisations on this field. The UN has 
directly encouraged the development of human rights insti-
tutions at the regional level, and the regions in turn have 
identified themselves as the local bearers of the global 
burder. This is most notable in Western Europe, America and 
Africc. The European Convention on Human Rights, the 
Americian Convention on Human Rights and the Banjul Charter 
were all envisaged to play a major part in the promotion and 
implementation of human rights principles. 
1.1 Ijon-governmental Organisations 
vJust as regional institutions in the field of human 
7 See Robin Chatterjie, 'The united Nations', pp.cit.,p.234 
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rights h.^ ve seen themselves aa the local promoters of globdl 
principlos, so non-governmental institutions have taken their 
cue from the most widely endorsed international declarations. 
AI, for example, in its Statute of 1980, has as its objective, 
the securing throughout the world of the observance of the 
provisions of the UDHR. And there are a number of specialist 
organisations which* like Amnesty, seek to protect particular 
human rights; for example, the Minority Rights Group/ the 
Anti-Slc.very Society, and International Committee of the 
Red Cro£iS. There are also NGOs whose human rights concerns 
axe mor€! general, for example, the Intenational Commission 
of Jurists. Then there are organisations not established for 
the purpose of promoting human rights, but having them as 
part of their more general concern, such as churches, trade 
unions, professional associations and political parties. 
Ihe principles which these NGOs seek to uphold are 
predominantly those associated with the Western list of 
civil and political rights. There exist, howevti, a number of 
Western NGOs which are concerned with economic and social 
rights before civil and political rights: Oxfain, for example, 
9 Of) War on Want. The point about organisations such as 
these j.s that the claim they make to our attention is more 
in terms of basic needs than human rights. It may be argued 
that tlie most basic needs should be thought of as human 
rights, but this is not the main flag under which such 
organisations have sailed. 
Although these NGOs lack even the rudimentary machiriery 
tor imrjlementation that is available to global and regional 
organisations, they have ensured that principles give point 
to politics. Secondly, they have emphasised on agitations 
8 See R.J. Vincent, Human Rights and International Relatione, 
0£^.cit., p.97 
••) J.I'v Armstrong, ' Non-Governniental Organisations', in H.J. 
ViiiOt.-nt, eu., ir'orfc: ign VOIXCY and Human Rights - Issues and 
KtjSiponsco, up.cit,, p-245 
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as a means for a wider acknowledgement of an adherence to 
these principles. Thirdly, NGOs often resort to direct 
3Cti.on en behalf of individuals or groups, for example, 
launchirg letter-writing campaigns. What informs all these 
activities is the idea that people in positions of authority 
are more likely to act properly when they know that their 
conduct is under public scrutiny. 
NGCs in the field of human rights belong, then, in the 
liberal tradition of belief in the power of opinion. They 
believe that standing well in the eye of the public both at 
home anci abroad is important to all governments, though they 
recognise at the same time that aom© are more sensitive to 
opinion than others. They argue that if reputation is 
something which matters to all governments, then their actions 
can be affected by pointing out the harm or good that might 
result from the publicity that will follow certain choices. 
This is theinstrument of Amnesty. And they guard it jealously 
by insisting on accuracy of information about oppressions and 
the oppressed, derived from the highest quality of research. 
Thus, AT,and other NGOs involved in human rights believe not 
merely in the power of opinion, but also in the idea that 
opinion must be founded on truth. It is this emphasis on 
truth tmat evokes criticism that groups of this kind are not 
political but missionary and thus confined to the side-lines 
of the political world, having marginal Impact on it. NGOs, 
nothwithstanding this criticism, have played a pivotal role in 
focussing International public opinion on human rights all 
over the world. 
10 R.J. Vincent, Human Rights and Internatipnal Relations, 
op.cit., p.98 
11 P.Archer, 'Action by Unofficial Organisations on Human 
Rights', in E. Luard ed. The International Protection ot: 
HtJiian Rights, London, 1967, p. 161 
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1.2 Hunian Rights In the West - The Case of Great Britain; 
It is often claimed that Britain leads the world in 
chainpioning civil and political liberties; that Britain 
Is a tolerant country, respectful of people's rights and 
its peofle are as alert as ever to any signs of growth in 
state ccmtrol over their lives. It would be pertinent 
here to examine some aspects of the country's recent record. 
li'irst, privacy. Article 12 of the UDHR reads: "No one 
shall be subjected to arbitrary interference with his 
12 privacy, family, home or correspondence..." But the 
Jiritlsh ciXf)C5rJence bellea hope in its acquiescence to Ihn 
UDHK pr.Liiclplea. A 1980 Government White Paper stated that 
467 phone-tapping warrants and 52 mail-interception warrants 
13 
were is.iued in 1979. They did not Include the regular 
interctjjtlon of all overseas telegranis and telephone callt; by 
the Government Communications Headquarters or the tapping of 
diplomatic calls. The White paper revealed that the Home 
Secretary had extended the scope of telephone tapping to 
cover not only security matters and serious offences but also 
'lesser' offences where violence might occur. Such a loose 
definition opened the prospect of telephone tapping being 
authorised in, for instance, the case of people planning a 
demonstration, or in the case of trade unionists planning to 
picket a factory. 
In August 1984 the Jiuropeun Court of Human Rights judgtMi 
that ti.e system of interception of corrununications in Britain 
violated the right to privacy. The system was particularly 
crlttcj.sed because it was based on Home Office Warrants and 
12 International Bill of Human Rights, AI Publications, 
CoJ.ombo, Sri Lanka, 1988, p.29 
13 David, Selby, Human Rights, Cambridge University Press, 
U.K., 1987, p,5^ 
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not on Statute Law. As a result, the government hurried 
through the Interception of Communications Act in 1985 taking 
the existing warranty system and giving it parliamentary 
authority,, A judicial tribunal was established for the 
redressal of citizens' grievances. Its working, however, 
feel civil rights groups, leaves a lot to be desired; the 
machinery set up under the act could prove to be an elaborate 
medns of stonewalling citizens' complaints. 
AS in other technologically advanced countries, the right 
to privacy in Britain is also increasingly threatened by the 
growth of an immense data collection network. The power of the 
state to survey the private life of the individual would be 
enormously increased if the 200 or so government-controlled 
•data-bases' already functioning (MIS, ONC, DVIJC etc.) were 
plugged together to make a complete national system which also 
included business, bank, credit card and other commercial 
14 
computers. 
Britain has lagged behind many other Western democracies 
in protecting the citizen against the collection and use of 
personal information, computerised and non-computerised. 
Privacy or Data Protection Acts were, for instance, passed in 
Sweden (1973), in the USA (1974) , and in France and West 
Germany (1978) . However, from 1967 onwards, a number of Data 
Protection Bills were put before the British Parliament but it 
15 
was not i.ntil 1984 that a Data Protection Act was passed. 
Civil Rights organisations have been critical of the Act in 
that it cipplies only to computer data bases although ninety 
per cent of data is kept in manual form. The Act, they argue, 
encourage:s the keeping of manual records so as to sidestep 
the law. 
14 Ibid., p.53 
15 Ibid. , p. 54 
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Tl-ie UDHR insists that women should share equal rights 
with m<Bn and should receive equal pay for equal work. Althouc^ h 
Britaiii signed the Declaration in 1948, it was only in 1975 
that tu'o Acts of Parliament came into effect protecting the 
rights of women and guaranteeing equal pay. These two laws 
notwittistandlng civil liberties ccuflpaigners remain critical 
of the British record in protecting women's rights. In 1970, 
when the Equal Pay Act was passed, women's average earnings 
vjcie 6;i.l per cent of men's. By 1977 the gap had narrowed 
17 
to 73.fi per cent. It is feared that unless there is new 
legislc.tion, it is not likely to close much further. The 
cruciaJ. point is that role segregation has become part of the 
BriLiahi working lite; women tend to be concentrated in a few 
areus c£ the job market such as catering and secretarial work. 
Similarly, the Race Relations Acts of 1965, 1968 and 
1976, cutlawiny racial discrimlnation, have failed to ensure 
lull and Cijual rights for members of Britain's racial minorities. 
Tne reasons for this are many but British law and practice 
over immigration has contributed to the threat and insecurity 
felt by Black and Asian communities. The effect of the 
Immigration Act of 1971 and subsequent Immigration Rules has 
virtually been to create two classes of immigrants into Britain: 
the white Commonwealth citizens and the non-whites from the 
18 
New Commonwealth. 
Britain's immigration regulations do not square with her 
acceptance of Art.2 of the UDHR under which all rights are to 
be enjoyed irrespective of race or colour. While the British 
>;jOvernmtnt, being signatory to the UDHR, accepts the clause 
relating to the right to marry "without limitation due to 
race, nationality or religion" and which states that "the 
Te Art.28 of the UDHR. 
17 David Selby, Human Rights, op.cit., p.54 
18 IbiJ., p.55 
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family is the natural and fundamental group unit of society and 
19 is en:itled to protection by society and the state." it 
has Gluten denied entry permission to women wanting to join 
their foreign husbands in the country. The European Court, 
In 19B5, in the light of a similar complaint, adjusted that 
certci;-ti articles of the Convention had been violated, and 
that the women had been discriminated against on the ground 
of sex. The British government, obliged to abide by the 
judgement, has now brought its Immigration Rules,albit 
20 partially, into line with those of the Convention, 
1.3 The Norwegian, Australian and German Experiences 
In the case of both Norway and Australia, human rights 
principles, particularly in respect of the rights given to 
iidncritict,, hdve not boen defended the wuy the UbUR envii»<iy<-'d. 
The Sami people, a minority inhabiting the northern part of 
Norv.'ay, have been put under tremendous pressure owing to a 
destruction of their living environment by the developmental 
21 
policies of the Norweigian government. The final straw 
tor ths Sami was a government decision to build a large dam 
at Masl on the banks of the river Alta in the heart of Sami 
reindeer country. Sami resistance was essentially passive and 
had little impact. The campaign however brought the plight 
of the Sami to the attention of the Norwegian public. As a 
result, a Parliamentary Commission on Sarni Rights was set up 
in 1984.^^ 
19 Articles 16(1) and 16(3) of the UDHR. 
20 David Selby, Human Rights, op.cit., p.56 
21 Sciitii are es;ientially Lapps who inhabit the northern 
pert of Norway, Sweden and Finland and the North-
western tip of the Soviet Union — with a majority 
living in the Tundra region. 
22 Devid Selby, Human Rights, op.cit., p. 48 
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In Australia, 011 the other hand, the Aborigines have, 
23 through the 'Land Rights Movement' sought to focus attention 
on their grievances against their white compatriots. Believ-
ing that land claims are inextricably linked with aboriginal 
religious beliefs, they claim land in the name of justice, as 
compensation for being dispossessed of their traditional lands. 
Subject to racist laws and harassment, 'abo-hunting' was a 
24 
xccoynised sport up to the 1950s, Having promised to take 
u[i th(- cause of land riyhts in 1933, the Australian Federal 
Labour government was forced to back down by the powerful 
influence of cattle and mining interest and the resistance of 
individual States to Federal government. A few aborigines 
have novj been elected to the Federal and State parliaments, and 
Aborigines manage their own Development Commission and many 
legal, health, housing and sporting bodies, all publicly funded. 
Nevertheless, despite these developments, the concept of 
'terra nuliius' — the settlers view that land wasn't really 
owned -- remains enshrined in Australian law and life. 
Tl-ie West German experience with the Berufsverbot has 
undermined the UDHR principles in more than one way. This 
profession ban came about consequent upon a sudden increase 
25 
in yout.h and student protest in the late 1960s. The Bem-
ffiverbcit forbids the employment in the public seirvices of 
individuals if their loyalty to the democratic basis of 
society is considered to be in any way in doubt. Screening 
i& carried out on a regular basis covering not only those 
in jobii but also those seeking public employment. By 197B 
over a million security checks on individuals had been carried 
out anci approximately 10,000 had been denied or dismissed 
23 Most Aborigines see the return of their ancestral land and 
tlie right to own and manage the reserves as a vital step 
towards self-determination. 
24 See David Selby, Human Rights, op.clt., p. 49 
2b Ibid., p.51 
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. , 26 from jobs. 
In theory such checks apply to individuals on both left 
and right of the political spectrum. In practice^ Berufsverbot 
has most often been applied against the left. Indeed, the Neo-
Nazi National Democratic Party was cleared in 1978 of having 
27 
aims anci policies hostile to the V'Jest German constitution. 
This decree raises serious questions about a leading democratic 
country which claims to be firmly committed to the pursuance 
of human rights. 
T^ K* USA, notwithstanding ltd coauiiitrncint to human riyhLb 
principles by enshrining them in its Constitution has not 
performed as well as one would have expected it to in the 
human rights sphere. The rights of the American Indians have 
not been recognised at all and it is only after public pressure 
that the US Government has agreed to 'look into' their 
grievances. It took almost a century after independence for 
USA to finally abolish slave trade in the country — and that 
too aft€;r a bloody civil war. The Blacks and the Hispanics 
who constitute a not-so-tiny minority are at an obvious d±s-
advantacje in comparison to their white compatriots, although 
it can tie argued that these racial groups are probably better 
28 
oft in tne USA than elsewhere in Europe. 
Duiing the course of the Vietnam war the Ainerican govern-
nn.:nt resorted to conscription to supplement the state-
maintained defence forces. This went against article 23 of 
the VDHB which calls for 'free choice of employment' and 'just 
26 Ibid. 
27 Ibid. 
28 For a d e t a i l e d a n a l y s i s of human r i g h t s s i t u a t i o n in the USA 
see Fred Bauroann, 'A f f i rma t ive Act ion : Human Righ t s a t 
Home' in Marc F . P l a t t n e r e d . , Human R igh t s in Our Times -
Essays in Memory of V i c t o r Ba ras , Westview p r e s s , Boulder , 
Colorado, 1984, p .70 
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unci fftvourublw conditiong of work'. Although Anribriccm public 
opinion was mobilised to stop this unnecessary war on practical, 
political grounds, there was little emphasis on the human 
rights aspect of the war. Individual opposition to conscrip-
tion wujy met by imprisonment. 
In January 1977, President Jimmy Carter, in his first 
address to the American people, indicated that he was going 
to take the human rights record of governments into account 
in conducting US foreign policy. He went on to describe 
29 
human rights as "the soul of American foreign policy". 
Crater's pronouncement on human rights made headlines 
atuund Lht3 vjoild in the IciLe iy70;i. Thtiic Wua an In^ uviLable 
backlti^ jh. The Soviet Union and its allies, resenting his 
nupport for human rights groups in the Eastern block, accu-'^ trd 
t:he USYi of interfering in their domestic politics. More 
important, however, was the fact that critics began to 
point Dut that the Carter Administration was not, in every 
instance, practising what it preached. Whilst the Carter 
administration bewailed htiman rights violations in the Soviet 
Union and elsewhere, it provided financial aid to, permitted 
unrestricted trade with, and sold arms to states guilty of 
gross violations of human rights, such as Argentina, Indonesia 
and So'jth Africa. Tackled by its critics, the US Government 
defendiu'd its actions by arguing that national security and 
strategy sometimes had to override human rights considerations. 
Judged by critics to be hollow and hypocritical. Carter's 
human rights policy nevertheless offers further evidence of 
the gr(5wing importance of human rights questions in the 
affair;* of ttie world. Also, the fact that a superpower had 
29 See David Selby, Human Rights, op.cit., p.19 
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pinned the human riyhts flag to its mast, inevitably pushed 
human lights further into the centrestage of international 
dxplorriccy. 
1,4 Human Rights in the Soviet Union: 
The Soviet Union had abstained in the UN vote on the UDHR 
in 1948. Since then, however, the Soviet government has signed 
iiome important international docuiments on human rights, 
including the Helsinki Conference Final Act of 1975 under 
which participants agreed to respect human rights and funda-
mental freedoms. The new Soviet Constitution of 1977 seomod, 
at leajst on the face of it, to reflect the Helsinki Decla-
ration < Article 34, stating that "equality of rights of 
citizens of the USSR shall be ensured in all fields of 
30 
econom:-c, political, social and cultural life." 
But the actual laws by which the Soviet Union is governed 
can be used to stifle those who disagree with the government. 
For ex.imple, citizens may not exercise their rights "to the 
detrim<int of the interests of society or the state". It is 
official bodies who decide what "interests" are. Freedom of 
expression and association are guaranteed as long as the 
freedoms are used in "the interests of the people and in order 
to strengthen and develop the socialist system". Soviet law 
also states that citizens have "the right to conduct religious 
worship or atheistic propaganda" (but not religious propaganda) 
it is when one examines the treatment meted out to di3sidentt> 
that the conditions described above acquired real significance. 
The Soviet Criminal Code forbids "anti-Soviet agitation 
and propaganda" and the "dissemination of fabrications known 
to be false which defame the Soviet State and social system". 
30 Ibid., p.34 
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This law has often been used to silence critics of the 
government or its policies. For example members of minority 
nationalities who criticise the lack of freedom given to 
rninori;.lea are lieible to arrest and imprisonment for having 
' sland't-red' the Soviet state and its policies. Likewise, 
nit.nberii of minorities such as Jews who apply for emigration 
are liable to imprisonment because the reasons they give 
for wanting to leave the country are held to be 'slanderous'. 
The Criminal Code also forbids "participation in an anti-
Soviet organisation". This law is, from time to time, used 
to breax up dissident or hximan rights groups and to imprison 
their /nembers. 
Freedom of movement is heavily restricted in the USSR. 
Soviet citizens may only leave the country with the permission 
oi the authorities. Movement within the Soviet union is also 
restri::ted. Passport regulations insist that all citizens 
have to be registered with the local authority for the area 
v;here they live. They cannot change place of residence without 
obtaining permission of the authorities in both their present 
and intended places of residence, permission can be refused 
on a variety of grounds. 
The punishment meted out to Soviet citizens who question 
actions of the authorities has come under severe criticism 
from all over the world. The techniques used to silence 
such critics include police harassment and surveillance, 
brief spells of imprisonment and the notorious exile to labour 
camps for 're-education'. The labour camps themselves work 
under horrific circumstances, overcrowding; insufficient 
±ood and inadequate toilet facilities charactexlse them. 
The Helsinki Declaration of 1975 to which the Soviet Union 
was a signatory, provided to dissidents the opportunity to 
ca/iipaign for human rights in the country. In May 1978, an. 
36 
unol I'.lci cil HulBinki Watch Group Wtaa aut vip in Moscow to 
raonitcr Soviet observance of the human rights clauses of 
the Declaration. By April 1977, similar groups had sprung 
up in the Ukraine, Lithuania, Georgia, and Armenia. The 
31 Watch Groups operated openly and •Samizdat' literature 
on human rights issues became more frequent. 
Ihe Soviet authorities, embarassed by the worldwide 
attention given to the Watch Groups, clamped down on their 
activities. Between 1977 and 1982 almost all original 
membei-s of the Groups were sentenced to labour camp or 
32 internal exile. One technique used to stifle these Watch 
Groups: and other dissident groups has been forcible confine-
ment j.n Soviet psychiatric hospitals. Amongst the reasons 
given by the authorities to justify forcible psychiatric 
ti"t:dtnic-nt have been "writing complaints to yovcrnaient duLlioil-
ties", "criticising the government in the presence of work-
mates" and "persistently making religious craft articles." 
Eiven with regard to certain aspects of social and economic 
rightii, the record of the Soviet Union has been far from 
satisfactory. In 1970/ the national average of housing space 
per person was 7,6 sq.metres, about half the space available 
33 per person in Western European cities. The Soviet health 
system too is beset by overworked and low-paid doctors, 
shortage of medicines, poor equipment and hospital organiza-
tion. A negative aspect of Soviet life from the point of 
view of the ordinary citizen is the scarcity of food and 
consumer goods. 
VJhat has also not been achieved in the Soviet Union is 
the rfimoval of privilege, the 'right' of the few to prosper 
31 Unofficially published. 
32 David Selby, Human Rights, op.cit., p.37 
33 :^id., p.38 
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at the expense of the many. Members of this elite earn 
substaTtially larger salaries and, in addition, enjoy a 
range of benefits and privileges which are both a form of 
hidden income and a means of improving the quality of life. 
There are also inequalities between the se^es. The Soviet 
regime aims to remove sex discrimination and give women 
equal rights. While much has been achieved — Soviet women 
enjoy one of the highest participation rates (86 %) in paid 
34 full-time employiTient — it is still the case that men 
dominate the positions of authority and responsibility. 
CDuntries of the so-called Eastern Eiloc are also 
characterised by the presence of a similar human rights 
situation. The rights to freedom of speech and expression 
are virtually non-existent or regulated by governirient policy. 
Reports of political dissidents seeking dsyluin\ in countries 
iu the WtJuL in order to avoid being harassed conatuntly tiii.ct 
in. Of late, however, there has been considerable improvement 
in the human rights situation in countries under a communist 
set up. Human Rights situation in the USSR also has improved 
considerably under Gorbachev's policy of Glasnost and 
perestroika. 
1.5 Human Rights Under Authoritarian Systems; 
Latin America as a whole presents a classic example of a 
society almost completely devoid of a comprehensive hximan 
rights framework to guide governments. The striking contrast 
between the type of life enjoyed by a tiny wealthy minority, 
and the squalor, misery and lack of opportunity which is the 
lot of the majority raises important questions. There is 
irresistible evidence that social and economic conditions 
34 Ibid., p.27 
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fall short of those laid down in Art.25 of the UEHR that 
"averi/one has the right to a standard of living adequate 
for the health and well-being of himself and his family^ 
inducing food, clothing, housing and medical care and 
nticessary social service!'. 
The stark and bitter contrast between the rich and poor 
of Latin America partially accounts for the high level of 
political unrest and instability in the sub-continent. 
Unrest has expressed itself in demonstrations, trade union 
agitation and sometimes, in the election of centre or left-
vMiKj politicians promising a progranume of social and 
vconoifiic toLotm, All too oit«:n, however, the wiiihca oi 
the people, as expressed in the ballot box, have been 
overturned by the military representing the interests of 
the wealthy who feel their position threatened by the 
prospect of reform. Chile is a case in point. In 1970, 
Salvador Allende was elected head of a 'Popular unity' 
governrtient whose aim was to distribute the wealth of Chile 
more fairly by means of a programme of land reform and 
nationalisation of industry and by promoting education, 
housing and welfare facilities. In 1973, a military coup 
backed by the wealthier sections of Chilean society and US 
transnationals, overthrew Allende's government, killing him 
and thousands of supporters. The military subsequently 
took over. 
In fact, under most of these authoritarian regimes, human 
rights violations broadly include intimidation of the entire 
population by creating an^  atmosphere of fear. The immediate 
intention of the governments involved is to silence and rid 
itself of critics and opponents either by causing them, or 
those near or dear to them, to disappear. A policy of dis-
appaarance is seen as convenient because it evades legal 
39 
ioriTkil lti:;s such as having to take people to court and 
jubtitying their arrest. It is also convenient because the 
government: involved simply denies that it has a particular 
person in its custody. In Argentina, some 15,000 citizens 
v;ere made to disappear between 1976 and 1983. In Guatemala/ 
approximately 5,000 people vanished without trace between 
1978-81. Disappearances have also been recorded in Bolivia, 
35 Mexico/ Paraguay and Uruguay. 
For those arrested, whether or not they ultimately join 
the rolls of the disappeared/ the likelihood is that they 
will be tortured. Torture is widely practised under 
authoritarian systams of government. It is carried out both 
by the police and the military, the government either 
actively encouraging, or making little or no effort to 
prevent.it. 
The response of military regimes to accusations of 
(jross viclations of basic human rights has been to deny that 
ritjhta hcve been violated to anything like the extent that 
their critics maintain; they have also argued that they are 
involved in a war against 'subversion' and that in time of 
war, rig^ its violations are unavoidable. The Argentinian 
military regime (1976-83) talked of a 'dirty war' against 
• subversJ.on' — the latter encompassing those involved 
in both peaceful and armed struggle against the government. 
The disappeared, it is argued/Were the inevitable casualties 
of the '(iirty war'. 
The study of disappearance, torture and killing goes on 
unhinder«sd despite proclamations to the contrary by these 
35 Dav.ld Simpson, 'Violations of Human Rights in the Seventies; 
A Global perspective' in P.E.Dowerick ed., Human Rights -
probleiTis, perspectives and Texts, Cambridge University 
Pre,3s, UK, 1984, pp.128-9 
36 David Selby, Human Rights, op.cit., p.32 
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authoritarian governments. Cumulatively speaking, a 
progressive decline in human rights violations is percep-
tible today because of the handiworX of human rights campaigners, 
and the international community as a whole. Very little has 
however been done in terms of providing a constitutional 
guarantee in countries — to ensure that such basic human 
rights violations do not occur. 
1.6 Torture and Death penalty in the Human Rights Context: 
De;5pite a Universal ban on torture proclaimed by the 
United tidtions, the practice of torture, either ordered or 
condoned by governments, persists. Allegations of torture 
and ill-treatment of prisoners have been reported in more 
3,7 
than 90 countries since the start of the decade (1980). In 
many countries, electric shocks, sexual assaults, severe 
beatingsi and mock executions have become routine, carried out 
in police stations, secret detention centres, camps and 
military barracks. Political suspects are mainly at the 
receivirg end of torture. In certain countries, doctors are 
made to not only witness the interrogations but also actively 
aaiiist the torturers in their act. The state and its courts 
se;rve as accomplices in so far as they sanction the torture 
or shield Lhf torturers. 
Every act of torture by a government is undoubtedly a 
violation of human rights' dignity and international law. 
Although theoretically it is prohibited under the constitutions 
of many countries; is an offence under their respective 
criminal laws and contravenes key international treaties 
seeking to protect human rights which those countries are 
signatories to, it is carried out with impunity almost everywhere, 
"^^  CaiTipciIgn For Tlie Abolitiofj Of Torture, AI Publications, 
COI'-.H';^ .;, !?ri !,unl-:a, 19G6," p.l 
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Apologists for torture often argue that it is justified 
in the defence of the society and innocent lives. The 
tx"uth is that this argument does not fit into the facts. 
Torture is commonly inflicted as part of government 
supression of dissent. In most cases, political detainees 
are at greatest risk in the period immediately after arrest. 
Such detainees have broken down and signed false confessions. 
The victims have included mothers and children tortured in 
front of each other, mutilated and killed. Hioman rights 
campaigners passionately believe that there are no circum-
sLances under which these abuses are acceptable or legally 
permissible. Torture violates the rule of law: it directly 
contracicts the fundamental principle that citizens should be 
38 
subject only to prescribed penalties for proven offences. 
Torture, instead, is calculated assault. Nothing denies our 
common humanity more than the purposeful infliction of totally 
unjustifiable pain and hiuniliation on a defenceless prisoner 
and herice is to be condemned absolutely. 
In the early 70s, human rights groups^ particularly AI, 
launche^ d various campaigns Intended to arouse public opinion 
and mobilise people internationally against torture. These 
campaigns culminated in the December 1973 Conference for the 
Abolitj.on of Torture and the presentation to the President 
of the UN General Assembly of an appeal to outlaw torture, 
39 
signed by more than one million people from over 90 countries. 
Assisted by a Medical Advisory Board established at the behest 
of AI In 1977, medical groups in 30 countries have parti-
cipated in work on behalf of torture victims and published 
40 
reportii on their findings. Attempts have also been incide 
38 Ibid. 
39 See Amnesty International Handbook, AI Publications, 
London, 1983, p.15 
40 Ibid., p.16 
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to get a code of ethics established for justice, medical 
practii:ioriers, police, military personnel and others v;ho 
tnay be<":ome involved in torture, 
Tlie UDHR recognises each person's right to live and 
catu9o;:ically states that "No one shall be subjected to 
tortur<i or to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or 
41 
punishment". In the view of almost everybody, the death 
penalt:^ ' violates these rights, and the State, in persisting 
with it, removes the foundation for the realisation of all 
rights enshrined in the UDHR. As the Human Rights 
Coiwnittee set up under the International Covenant on Civil 
andPolitical Rights has recognised: "The right to life... is 
the sujsreme right from which no derogation is permitted even 
in time- of public emergency which threatens the life of the 
nation,..". In a general comment an Article 6 of the 
Covenaijt, issued in 1982, the Committee concluded that "all 
measur«;s of abolition (of the death penalty) should be 
considered as progress in the enjoyment of the right to life 
42 
within the meaning of Article 40." 
Many governments have recognised that the death penalty 
cannot be reconciled with respect for human rights; the UN, 
too, has declared itself in favour of abolition. Today, 35 
countries have abolished the death penalty for all crimes. 
Anothej: 18 have ai)olished the punishment for all but excep-
tional offences such as wartime crimes. Another 27 countries 
and territories may be considered abolitionist defacto — they 
no longer carry out executions. Some 80 countries,therefore,— 
over 40 per cent of all countries in the world — have 
43 
ctljolialied the death penalty in law or in practice. 
41 Article 5 of the UDHR. 
4 2 W]-ien the State Kills - The Death Penalty V. Human Rights, 
A;L Publications, London, p.3 
43 1)3Id. , p. 4 
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However, some 100 countries retain and use the death 
penalty. Unlike torture, 'disappearances', and extrajudicial 
executions,most judicial executions are not carried out in 
secret or denied by government authorities. In fact 
'retentionist' governments, for the most part, openly admit 
to using it: they.do not so much deny its cr\ielty as attempt 
to justify its use; and the arguments they use publicly to 
justify/ the death penalty resemble those that are used in 
private to justify other secret abuses. 
The most common justification offered is that terrible 
as it iSi the death penalty is necessary; it may be necesaary-
only temporarily, but, it is argued, only the death penalty 
Can me<s!t a particular need of society. And whatever the 
need may be, it ia claimed to be so great that it justifies 
44 the cruel punishment of death. 
Historically, the death penalty as a judicial punishment 
has been seen to bear unequally and unjustly on the poor, on 
minorit:ies and on oppressed grovips within the population 
because of their inability to obtain good legal representa-
45 tion for themselves. Again, political crimes for which the 
death penalty may be imposed — under circumstances of 
subjugation of the judiciary by the executive — can be 
defined in such a way that virtually any political activity 
inconsiLstent with government policy becomes a capital offence. 
As long as death remains a permissible instrument of 
government, those in power will justify its use. 
In seeking the abolition of the death penalty, human 
rights organisations do not imply that society should not be 
44 I b i d . , pp.4-5 
45 Aijainst the Death Penal ty , AI Publications,London, 1980 
p.4 
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protected from violent crime. The death penalty, they 
hov/ever believe. Is not necessary for such protection. 
Studies suggest that the retention of death penalty may 
actually impede protection of the public from violent crime, 
"because the use of this extreme punishment offery a false 
solution to problems caused by a variety of factors". 
Similarly/ a special case is sometimes made for the retention 
of the death penalty as justifiable punishment for and 
possible deterrent to acts of terrorism or political violence. 
AS L.S. Nariman says, "The main plank for anti-abolitionists 
is that the death sentence has a deterrent effect not by 
fear of death, but by exciting in the community a deep 
46 feeling of abhorrence for the crime of murder." It is 
argued that there is no evidence that the use of the death 
penalty has deterred would-be terrorists. On the contrary, 
psychiatrists who have conducted studies on the question of 
hljackliig recommend strongly that death penalty not be Inipoatcj 
in such cases because it makes the crime appear more spectacular 
47 
and drciws greater attention to the perpetrators. 
Tl-ie death penalty, by permanently incapacitating a 
prisoner, obviously prevents the person from repeating the 
crime. But there is no way to be sure that the prisoner would 
have repeated the crime if allowed to live nor is there any 
need tc take the prisoner's life after the purpose of incapa-
citation: dangerous offenders can be kept safely from the 
public without resorting to execution, as shown by the 
experience of many abolitionist countries. 
Vihen the arguments of deterrence and incapacitation fall 
away, one is left with a more deep-seated justification for 
46 F.S.Nariman, 'Shall We Hang the Death Penalty', Indian 
Express Magazine, New Delhi, January 22, 1989. 
47 Against the Death Penalty, op.cit., p,5 
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the death penalty: that of just retribution for the parti-
cular crime coraniitted. According to the argximent, certain 
people deserve to be killed as repayment for the evil done. 
Ii is an emotionally powerful argument. It is also one 
which, if valid, would invalidate the basis for human rights, 
central to fundamental human rights is that they are 
inalienable. They may not be taken away even if a person 
has coitunitted the most atrocious of crimes. 
Tiie practice of the death penalty also highlights the 
risks ijf untairness and error which exist in ail criminal 
jusf.ici-' systems. No criminal justice system is, or 
conceivably could be, capable of deciding fairly, consistently 
48 
and infallibly who should live and who should die. 
On 28 April 1983, the movement for worldwide abolition 
of the death penalty took a historic step. On that day the 
Sixth ]?rotocol to the European Convention on Human Rights 
was opened for signature by member states of the Council of 
Europe. It was a decisive rejection of the abuses of the 
death penalty during World War II. 
The Sixth Protocol is the first binding international 
agreement for the abolition of the death penalty. By ratify-
ing it, a state accepts an obligation under International 
49 law to abolish the death penalty for peace-time offences. 
Twelve of the 22 Western European countries belonging to 
the Council of Europe had ratified the Sixth protocol by 
January 1989. Three other member states also signed the 
protocol and Indicated their intention to ratify it at a 
later date. Western Europe is thus on its way to becoming 
48 When the State Kills - The Death Penalty V. Human Bights, 
op.cit., p.7 
4 9 Ibid., p.20 
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the first region of the world to free itself completely from 
50 judtcicl executions. 
l'"^  Hviman Rights ; The Case of Women's Rights : 
Hviman Rights discourse has traditionally been male 
dominated in the sense that, in what is essentially a man's 
world, men have struggled to assert their dignity and common 
51 humanity against an over-bearing state apparatus. Women 
played an insignificant role in the determination of 
politic;al# legal and institutional structures both in the 
USA and in Europe, where much of the human rights debate 
Wtis pursued. The extension of the rights of men to include 
women c:ame about by a gradual process of charige in societies, 
a:j the part which vvornen played in society changed and they 
increasingly entered into public life. / Women*s own struggle 
to extend the franchise led to a recognition of women's right 
to vot<2. The entry of women into the work force led to the 
demand of equal pay. The aim of women's movement was 
mainly to achieve a place for women in a man's world, and in 
order :o successfully accomplish this task there was a need 
to extend the legal recognition of rights to women. Thus the 
emphasis in both municipal and international law came to be 
on the elimination of discrimination. 
At the international level, the UN Charter was the 
first International instrument to recognise the equal rights 
52 
of men and women. and since the foundation of the UN, sex 
has besn a forbidden ground of discrimination for all 
50 l i p i d . 
51 Noreen Burrows, ' I n t e r n a t i o n a l Law and Human Rights : 
The Case of Women's R i g h t s ' in T. Campbell , D.Goldberg, 
S. McLean and T. M u l l e n e d , , Human Righ t s - From 
Rhe to r i c t o R e a l i t y , B a s i l B lackwe l l , New York, USA, 
i"'-'>66, p,in. "" 
.J^ PxtdirtLie to the Cha r t e r of the UN. Also see A r t i c l e bb'. 
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state.*: which subscribe to the aims and principles of that 
organisation. 
An examination of international legal texts relating 
to women shows that states have defined the problem of 
failu::e to respect women's rights solely in terms of dis-
crimination, rather than that there is infact a distinct 
body of rights which are primarily applicable to women. It 
is now generally believed that there are certain rights 
exclujsive to women such as those centered on child-birth, 
like the rights to maternity leave with pay, or to special 
protection for women during pregnancy in types of work proved 
to be harmful to them. Other rights which might be said to be 
excluijive to women are those which enable her to protect her 
person, such as the right to abortion and to choose the time 
and spacing of her children. Certain rights are not sex-
specijiic in their general formulation but could be parti-
cularised to situations in which women would be the main bene-
ficiaries were such rights recognised by the State. Thus, 
the rj.ght to a minimum wage for child-care or for work 
performed in the home or in subsistence farming would 
acknov/ledge the protected status of such tasks, and the 
appli<:ability of human rights standards to them and to the 
53 person who predominantly perform them. The right to 
literacy Would also benefit women who make up the bulk of 
54 
the world's illiterates. The concentration on the elimi-
nation of discrimination and the absence of an approach 
which takes into consideration the undervaluation of women 
and their activities, both of which are prevalent in all 
societies, demonstrate that states have not taken on board 
53 [^oreen Burrows, International Law and Human Rights : The 
Ciase of Women's Rights, op.cit., p.85 
64 bee C.Jeffries; Illiteracy; A World Problem, Pall Mall, 
I.•ond.ov), 1967, p, 8l 
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t h e i dea of t h e r i g h t s of women. I f d i s c r i m i n a t i o n i s e l i m i -
na ted in a reas such as t h e work -p l ace , o r in t h e p o l i t i c a l 
p r o c e s s , t h a t would be a move towards a s o c i e t y which would 
-^ ^ 55 
va lue to some e x t e n t women and womanhood. 
One major f a c t o r t h a t in f luenced t h e way in which t h e 
i n t r s r n a t i o n a l community approached the s t a t u s of women i s t h e 
i n s t i t u t i o n a l n a t u r e of t h e UN i t s e l f . I n 1947, t h e UN 
festdbl J-shed a Comitiission On the S t a t u s of Women whose t a s k 
WdS " to p repare recommendations on women's r i g h t s in t h e 
56 politi(::al, economic, social and educational fields." Between 
the years 1965-85, there has been a welter of activity relating 
to womi--n i.i) the UN. In 1967 tliu- UN adopted Lhe Dccltiratiou uu 
57 the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women, 
which was translated into legal form in the 1979 Convention 
on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against 
Women: this Convention was opened for signature and ratifi-
58 
cation in 1980, It has been maintained that the motivation 
for the adoption of the Convention was to provide a focus for 
the conference, rather than representing a sincere attempt 
to define the rights of women. It was simpler to follow estab-
59 lished patterns than to initiate new ones. It needs to be 
emphasised however, that the adoption of the Convention is 
in no way a solution to the problem of denying fundamental 
rights to women but can only be considered a step in the 
direction of valuing women's potential and actual contribution. 
55 Noreen Burrows, International Law and Human Rights i The 
Case of Women's Rights, op.cit., p.86 
5 6 Resiolution of UN ECOSOC, 48 (IV) 
57 General Assembly Resolution 2263, 22GA0r, UN DOC.A/6555, 
1967 
58 General Assembly Resolution 34/180, UN DOC.A/RES/34/180 
(X>:XIV) , 1980 
59 Noreen Burrows, International Law and Human Rights : The 
Case of Women's Rights, 0£.5j_t., p.88 
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The world is still bereft of an efficient machinery to 
ensure prevention of violations of human rights and the 
protection of victims from arbitraiy action of governmental 
authoiities, despite a perceptible improvement in the globcsl 
human rights situation during the last two decades. The UN 
and its agencies have contributed a lot towards the process 
of universallsation of human rights but their successes in 
this Held have been largely constrained by the method of 
their working. Of the major limiting factors ia the emphasis 
by UN and its agencies on procedure. The UN, for example, 
requires that member-states achieve consensus in so far as 
human rights implementation is concerned, 
Ihe 'procedure', as commented by B.G.Ramcharan, admittedly 
certifies the will to avoid split between the majority and 
the minority, and therefore, to further a spirit of broad 
cooperation. In particular, it means that the Afro-Asian 
majority must realistically admit that to 'deliberate' any-
thing without the agreement of the Western powers and the 
Socialist bloc would be altogether sterile and illusory. 
However, the practice of 'consensus' is too often a source 
of ambiguous compromises. As a matter of fact, in order to 
avoid divergencies and conflicts, the UN often choses "vague 
and polyvalent formulae whose broad generalities prevent thu-
individuation of a sure line of action." 
B.G.Ramcharan, "Human Rights in the Third World", in 
Antonio Cassesse, ed. Progressive Transnational Promotion 
of Human Rights,Cambridge University Press, UK,1977,p.5 
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Another factor mentioned earlier as well, which has 
limitecl international standards on human rights elaborated 
2 
by the UN is the fact that these standards often contain 
many ' jfafeguard clauses' designed to authorise, in certain 
circuin£itances, restrictions on or curtailment of human 
rights, These clauses are sometimes so broad that they 
actual.Ly constitute loopholes for governments. 
Non-governmental organisations concerned with human 
rights have sought to fill up this vacuum by operating as 
world public opinion alerters in human rights crises. The 
iundamental assuinption underlying the efficacy of NGOs ia 
that world public opinion can be generated and alerted and 
that tliis serves as the only available potent instrument to 
combat human rights crises. Analytically their strategy 
of the protection of human rights involves two consecutive 
phases of action: first, investigation and identification 
of human rights violations; and second, diplomatic missions 
and intervention — used in the generic sense of inter-
position. 
The Amnesty International (AI) differs significantly 
from other NGOs in regard to its organisation, financing, 
functioning and effectiveness. First, organizationally* AI 
involves persons drawn from diverse walks of life transcend-
ing national boundaries. In contrast, the International 
Committee of Jurists (ICJ) is almost confined to lawyers and 
the International Red Cross Society is purely a Swill body. 
Secondly, the terms of finances, the AI maintains itself 
exclusively through membership fees and non-governmental 
voluntary contributions, while the ICJ receives grants from 
a numt'er of governments and is therefore vulnerable to 
2 Tt-ie UN Covenants on Human Rights, for instance. 
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g<jvern!nent.al influences/ as is evident, for example, from 
the difference in the positions it had adopted between its 
draft and final reports on Bangladesh in 1972, Thirdly, 
l\w tuiictluning of tb«s AI ia much mortj varitsd and aophiati-
cated than any other NGO, utilising diverse media of opera-
Lions. 
-»^.0 Evolution of Amnesty International 
— • .•.••...-..R...—>-»—,(!ll—,••••,1.1.. I . . I I.HIWWIMHI —nil—•—•••—l-^ —WHI^W—»«—ll»..«l-llWHl» Illl]> I mil 
The birth of Amnesty International was a very interesting 
historical event. Early In 1961, a British lawyer named 
peter Benenson read in his morning newspaper of two students 
who hcd been arrested from a restaurant in Portugal and. 
feeiiter^C'-d to seven years imprisonment for having raised 
their glasses in a toast to freedom, jHis first immediate 
irnpul£;e was to go to the Portuguese Embassy in London and 
laise a protest personally.) But it did not serve any useful 
purposie. Realising that such an individual gesture would 
accomplish little for the students themselves, Benenson feit 
that oppressive regimes might, after all, respond to 
concerted worldwide protests against acts of political 
injusi:ice. Eventually he conceived the idea of a one year 
campaign for attention to the plight of persons detained 
throughout the world within all political systems for having 
resorted to a peaceful expression of their political or 
3 
religious opinions. 
Benenson discussed the idea with Eric Baker, a prominent 
English Quaker and other enlightened friends. Their 
A:rinesty Internationa)., 1961-76 : A Chronology of the AI, 
AI puBlTcations, London, 1977. For a history of Amnesty, 
see E.Larsen, A Flame in Barbed Wire, The Story of 
Amnesty Intern'atloh'al,' New York,"""' I9'79. '"* Also "see"'j.Power. 
Against Oblivion, Fontana Books, USA, 1981 
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/enthuiiiastic responses encouraged him to write an article in 
^^ '^^  *^ '^ i£2£Z2£ calling for united common action against 
arbitrary imprisonment. It announced the launching of a 
one year campaign called 'Appeal for Amnesty, 1961' whose 
object: was to obtain amnesty for all prisoners detained for 
the expression of their conscientiously held beliefs — 
otherwise called 'prisoners of conscience'. Part of the 
campaign was the establishment of an office in London to 
collect information about such prisoners and publicise 
individual cases. 
Other European newspapers provided much-needed publicity 
to the appeal and Benenson's idea soon attracted wide 
auppoj.t.. Within a few montha/ he received over a thoviaand 
offerjs of support, volunteering to collect information on 
CiseSi publicise them and move various governments. By the 
end of. June 1961, representatives from five countries had 
estabiiished the beginning of what is now an international 
movemiint. This movement subsequently transformed itself into 
a permanent organisation based in London and eventually came 
to be known as Amnesty International (AI), 
hn early supporter of the movement, the humanitarian 
Dr. Albert Schweitzer, underlined the significance of AI*s 
purpo£ie. In a special message in 1963, he wrote: "I 
believe that world peace can only be achieved when there 
is freedom for people of all politics, religions and races... 
1 v^ ou.Ld particularly ask all those who are working in their 
diffcejront ways towards world peace to make their contri-
bution... to this great new endeavour called Arnensty 
5 International." 
v4 Dated 28 May, 1961, published from London. 
S Quoted in Amnesty International Handbook, AI Publication, 
LciiKion, 1983, p. 3 
However/ as the movement became better known and 
attracted more support, its critics became vocal. A report 
on allegations of ill-treatment of detainees in Northern 
Ireland caused a furore in the UK, the country where the 
Amnesty appeal had first appeared. As other reports came 
out on country after country, denunciations followed. The 
Soviet journal Izvestla referred to 'ideological saboteurs'; 
fiastakhiz of Iran dubbed Amnesty "a new puppet show that the 
communists have started". 
AI plays a specific role in the international protection 
of human rights. Its activities focus on prisoners: 
1. It seeks the release of men and women detained 
arywheie for their beliefs, colour, sex, ethnic 
oiigin, language or religion, provided they have 
net used or advocated violence, 
2. It, advocates fair and early trials for all political 
pilsoners and works on behalf of such persons 
detained without charge or without trial. 
3. It opposes the death penalty and torture or other 
ciruel, inhiiman or degrading treatment or punishment 
oJ: all prisoners without reservation. ' 
2•0 Anatomy of Amnesty International 
A unique feature of the AI movement is its well-arranged 
and sophisticated organisational structure. It is based on 
the active, voluntary participation of its members, spread 
throughout the world. Organisationally, AI consists of 
national sections, various affiliated groups, individual 
memberi3 and corporate groups. 
6 Ibid., p.4 
7 What Makes Amnesty International Work?, AI South Asia 
Ful^lications, Colombo, Sri Lanka, 1984, p. 2 
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2.1 Ncitional Sections; By 1983, there were over forty 
countries in which the membership and activities of AI were 
organised into formally constituent bodies known as national 
sections.® These national sections are of key importance 
in pro^'iding a network for campaigns, case-work, etc., on a 
country-wide basis. They vary considerably in size and 
structure. In some countries, there may be a national 
headquarter with permanent staff, regional offices in 
differtnt parts of the country, several hundred adoption 
groups and other groups and several thousand members. In 
others, a national section may consist of very few members 
with limited responses. The largest national section is that 
oi: FRC; which has some five hundred groups. 
Most national sections have an executive committee or 
nationcil board which is elected by, the members at an annual 
general meeting. This executive body is responsible either 
directly or through a permanent office, for coordinating and 
administering the activities of the AI members and groups in 
the country. 
^•2 Metmbership ; There are three categories of membership 
of AI, viz., individual, corporate and group membership. 
Asi of today, AI has more than 500,000 members, subscribers 
g 
and supporters in over 160 countries. A majority of them 
are in Western Europe, North America and Australia. While 
there J.s no bar to meitibership, some national sections have-
established certain prerequisites for group membership.. 
International or national groups may, at the discretion of AI's 
International Executive Committee, become the members of AI. 
8 Amnesty International Handbook, op.cit., p.3 
9 Vihi\t Does Arnnesty International Dp?, AI Publications, 
Surrey, UK, 1985, p.l 
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AI'a members come from every walk of life and include 
social ivorkers, lawyers, doctors, teachers, trade unionists, 
student3, businessmen and so on. Most of AI•s active members 
are organized into various small groups. These are 
principally the adoption groups, the coordination groups, 
the action groups, the campaign groups and the professional 
groups. 
2,3 Adoption Groups; From the very beginning, the Adoption 
Group has been the basic functional unit of AI, As of 1982, 
there were over 2,600 AI Adoption Groups involved in 40 
countries registered with the International Secrtstariat. 
These Groups normally consist of between three and fifteen 
active rnomi:)f-'r£s, although ©ome may have many mor©. Their iiidin 
task is to 'adopt' three prisoners of conscience — one each 
from three contrasting geopolitical backgrounds or holding 
(Uftrsrt, nt political or religious bellofe -- thus enouriny 
political balance and impartiality in their work. 
When certain interested individuals come together and 
decide to apply for membership as an Adoption Group, the 
matter is handled by the office of the National Section 
concerned, who usually sends an experienced AI member to visit 
the potential Adoption Group. After the Section is satisfied 
with tlie ability of Group to carry out the responsibility 
involv<:d, it approves the new Adoption Group and informs the 
Iritern.itional Secretariat, 
Each Adoption Group receives a prisoner dossier for each 
prison'r^ r case assigned to it. This is a printed file which 
normally contains, inter alia, a case sheet, a confidential 
Infgrmation sheet, explanatory note on 'Status of Case', 
10 Amnesty International Handbook, op.cit., p.24 
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general, instruction leaflet, recommended case action, relief 
action,, lisst of government authorities and other background 
material. 
2.4 A<:tion/WQrking Group; A relatively recent feature of 
AT • s ocganisation is the 'Action' or 'Working', Group consist-
ing of upto 50 members. There is normally only one Action 
Group in any one city or town, whereas there may be several 
Adoptii>n Groups, The main function of an Action Group is to 
participate in national campaign work and in fund-raising 
prograinraes. Its work is coordinated by the National Section 
400 there is no direct contact with the International 
iiecreturiat. It should be noted that in many National 
Sections, there are no separate Action Groups and the work of 
campaigning etc, is performed by the Adoption Group themselves. 
Hovv'ever, more National Sections are setting,.up Action Groups. 
2.5 Campaign for Abolition of Tort^ ure (CAT) Groups; Consequent 
upon the launching of AI's campaign for the 'Abolition of 
Torture', many National Sections have set up special groups 
designed to deal with torture and related issues. Only one 
CAT Group of a Section is generally in contact with the 
International Secretariat, coordinating the activities of other 
auch Groups and ot Adoption Groups participating in the 
can.paign, 
2.6 Coordination Groups; Coordination Groups function as a 
special link between the Research Department of the Inter-
national Secretariat and Adoption Groups within their own 
Natioral Sections. As is implicit in the nomenclature, 
Coordination Groups are responsible for coordinatinting and 
planning nation-wide work by Adoption Groups and individual 
11 Ibtd,, p.53 
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members on behalf of prisoners detained In a specific country 
or geographical area. 
In needs to be mentioned, however/ that Coordination Group: 
are net pressure groups and accordingly it is an important 
operational principle that the Groups prominent members not 
be nationals of the country involved. 
2.7 F; rofessional Gr9upS; These groups consist entirely of 
membeis of a single profession, such as parliamentarians, 
doctors, lawyers and teachers. Each group may vary in its 
organisation and focus of work. 
2.8 Ihe International Council; The International Council 
is the principal governing body of M possessing directive 
authoilty for the conduct of the affairs of the Organisation, 
Each iear, representatives of all National Sections are 
deleggXed to attend the Council sessions, in proportion to the 
numbei' of Groups in each section. Besides policy making, 
the CC'Uncil reviews the activities of the International 
Executive Committee, the International Secretariat and the 
Natioridl Sections. 
P.n International Council session lasts four and a half 
days and is an assemblage of about 300 persons including the 
representatives of National Sections, delegates and 
observers from NGOs and members of staff of the International 
Secretariat. Although it has met once every year since 1968, 
from 1983 onwards,its meetings have taken place once every 
12 two years. 
2.9 International Executive Committee: Each year, the 
International Council of AI elects an International Executive 
12 Ibid., p.26 
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Committee to implement the policies adopted by the Council. 
TheComrnittee consists of 9 members — one each from seven 
different AI Sections or countries, plus the Treasurer, as 
well an the International Secretariat representative. With 
the exception of the staff representative who serves for one 
year, all members serve a term of two years and are eligible 
for re-election. The Committee normally meets four times 
a year-
Each member of the Coxnmittee has specific responsibilities; 
they h<5wever share collective responsibility so far as adminis-
tering the decisions of the Council is concerned. Sub-
coirimittees are sometimes set up to discuss particular 
questi(3ns and make proposals to the full Committee. The 
Committee also monitors the activities of the membership, 
receives annual reports from Sections and directs the develop-
13 
ment of the movement in new areas. 
2.10 International Secretariat : The day-to-day affairs of 
AI are conducted by the International Secretariat headed by 
the Secretary General under the direction of the International 
14 
Executive Authority. For historical reasons, the Inter-
national Secretariat is based in London. However, it may be 
shifte<3 to any other place should the International Executive 
Committee so decide.. The Secretariat today has a paid 
staff of some 150 people comprising at least 20 nationalities 
15 ds well as a number of regular volunteers. 
2.11 Departments of the Secretariat; There are several 
departments of the International Secretariat, working in 
13 Ib id . 
14 Section 6 of AI S ta tu te 
l":) />jnii«;jtv I n te rna t iona l Handbook, op, c l t . , p . 28 
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close consul ta t ion and coordination with one another and 
entrusi:ed with a va r i e ty of well defined t a s k s . The Secretary 
General, plays the role of chief coordinator , besides perform-
ing cejrtain o ther important funct ions. 
There are a t l e a s t five major departments in the I n t e r -
nationiil Sec re t a r i a t engaged in d i f fe ren t t a s k s . These are : 
(i) The Legal Office, ( i i ) The Research Department, ( i i i ) 
The Campaign and Membership Pepartment^ (iv) The Press and 
Public5itions Department and (v) The Administration Departrrient. 16 
(1) Research Department; The Research Department is the 
biggest department of the Secretariat, with nearly half of the 
Jnterndtional Secretariat staff working in it. It plays the 
key role in collecting, verifying and analysing information 
on political imprisonment, torture and the death penalty 
throughout the world. The department has five divisions for 
work on Africa, the Americas, Asia, Europe and the Middle East. 
Researchers prepare the background information, strategy 
and briefing papers on which AI*s policy, action, publicity 
work and diplomatic initiatives are based. The department 
maintains a wide network of contacts, prepares and participates 
in AI missions, and monitors news reports on each region. 
(ii) Legal Office; It advises the Secretariat and the 
movement on international h\iman rights standards and legal 
questions and coordinates representations made by AI Sections 
to membfiir states of international organizations. The Legal 
Office handles questions relating to the interpretation of 
the AI statute, reviews section statutes and coordinates 




(Hi) Campaign and Membership Departiuetinent; Thia pctrt 
of the Secretariat is responsible for liaison with AI's 
memhBiu throughout the world and the overall coordination of 
campaigns and special action networks, it takes a particulai 
Interest in work with target sectors, including trade unions 
and thcj medical and legal professions; it adviaes M 
professional groups on their work and coordinates Al's 
activities in the area of military, economic and cultural 
relations. 
iiv) press and Publications Department: This Department 
handleis all relations with the international news media and 
is retiponsible for the production and distribution of the 
Amnest:y International Newsletter, leaflets and publicity 
material. It is in regular touch with Section press 
officers and assists Sections' publicity efforts. Work of 
the department also includes development of new information 
materials including audiovisuals to enable AI to reach a 
Wider and more international public. 
{v) Administration Department; This department is respon-
sible for all office management and financial procedures, 
including personnel, training and induction programmes, 
accounts, travel arrangements and security. In consultation 
with the Treasurer, it prepares the annual international 
budget for submission to the International Council, adminis-
ters the Relief Fund and services the Financial Control 
Conroittee, 
Besides the above mentioned departments, the International 
Secrei;aridt maintains a Documentation Centre. It is the 
central point for storage and retrieval of AI information; it 
keeps all material produced by the Secretariat as well ai> 
DUDlic;; material frojn all sections. 
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2.12 Fundralalnq and Flnancea; "Amnesty International has 
alwayis been an independent organisation. It is beholden to 
no state or group of states, to no political body, ideological 
or re.Ligious group, and to no special interests. Its sole 
autho'-ity is its. world wide membership upon whom it depends 
17 
for direction, support and finance." 
AI has adopted a number of stringent rules to help 
protect this independence. Over and above the desire to 
protect AI from being used for local political interests, AI 
diligently guards its independence in the critical realm of 
finances too. The organisation is financed essentially by 
its members throughout the world; by individual subscription 
and by donations. Members of AI are required to pay membership 
fees, the amount varying from country to country. This 
relianco on public support is essential to keep the movement 
free from interference by pressux-e groups. Financial guidelines 
ensure that all donations are made in accordance with the AJ. 
Statute and that no funds are received that would compromise 
the movement's integrity. 
Besides membership fees and donations, AI members conduct 
fundraising campaigns within their local communities. In the 
case of these funds too, specific conditions and guidelines 
1 P 
established by tht International Council have to be followed. 
Under no circumstances can a Group or'National Section 
seek or receive funds from any governmental or other official 
agency for the purpose of establishing AI'8 work or contri-
buting to any special project in which they might have 
17 Professor Andrew Blane, quoted in Wh^t Makes Ainnesty 
International Work?, op.cit., p.17 
18 Revised and adopted by the 13th International Council, 
Vienna in 1980 
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partiean interest. Money from such sources may be accepted 
for other purposes such as for relief work, but only on 
condition that their allocation is the sole responsibility 
of AI. The source of all large donations to National 
Sections, which may account for more than 5 % of their annual 
income: must be notified to the Secretary General and the 
International Treasurer who will then provide guidance on 
the acceptability or otherwise of the donation in accordance 
with Id. guidelines. Mere instructions on financial arrange-
ments are not sufficient to maintain impartiality; proper 
guidance on expenditure is necessary. AI meets this challenge 
adequcitely enough. The funds are spent on maintaining the 
services of the International Secretariat and on activities 
such 613 missions, International Coaferences, UN representa-
tion «tnd publications. A substantial portion of the budget 
is spesnt on maintaing communication throughout the organisation. 
Reliei: funds collected and distributed by the International 
19 Secret:ariat annually exceed £ 120,000. 
The accounts of AI are subject to annual scrutiny. A 
Financial Control Committee comprising representatives from 
three National Sections or countries is elected by the 
International Council to supervise and undertake regular 
reviews of the financial administration of the International 
Secret;arlat to ensure that all necessary financial procedurea 
20 
are beiing followed. 
3,0 (Iblectives of Amnesty International 
iunnesty International came into existence with certain 
well identified objectives. The movement broadly aims at 
19 1977 data. At present, AI spends approximately £ 300,000 
on relief work, 
20 l)nme§ty International Handbook, op.clt., p. 30 
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securing throughout the world observance of the provisions 
of the UDHR. Among others, three principal mainfestations 
of AI'2i broad-based objective are, as mentioned earlier, 
the release of prisoners of conscience, obtaining fair and 
prompt trials for all political prisoners and the oblition, 
without, reservation, of torture and the death penalty. 
At. the core of AI's work is its 'mandate' which deter-
mines t.he scope and limitations of its activity. The 
mandate, (as is obvious) applies to three different but 
overlapping categories of prisoners: all prisoners, political 
prisoners and prisoners of conscience. It specifies what 
Al may do on behalf of prisoners in each of these categories. 
The es£;ential elements of the mandate are set forth in the 
iirat ii£ticl& of the Al Statute. It can be amended only by 
a two-t.hirds vote of all delegates attending a meeting of the 
International Council. As patterns of human rights abuses 
vary and Al becomes more deeply involved in combating them, 
there cire often precise points on which the mandate needs 
clarification. Such issues are also referred to the Council 
for decision after study and debate. 
3.1 pjrisoners of Conscience; A majority of prisoners of 
conscitince throughout the world are ordinary inen and women ' 
detaintid for the nonviolent exercise of their rights, 
althoucjh there are some, the famous few, held for having 
forcefully and outspokwnly dissented from official viewa. 
Many prisoners of conscience are detained for trying to 
exerci^ ie their inalienable rights to freedom of expression, 
association, assembly or movement. Some are detained because 
they belong to political or religious associations while 
others are imprisoned simply because members of their families 
are poJ.itical or religious activists. Some are conscientious 
objectc^ rs to military service. Members of national minorities 
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in a number of countries have bt«n jailed for trying to 
achiev2 some degree of autonomy. Trade Union activity or 
participation in strikes or demonstrations is also a common 
cause of imprisonment. 
Each individual case that comes to Al's notice rigorous 
and painstaking assessment which the Research Department 
of the International Secretariat undertakes. The case is 
then a3signed to an AI Group for Adoption; AI seeks the 
21 immediate and lonconditional release of all such prisoners. 
If AI l:;elieves an individual may be a prisoner of conscience 
but lacks conclusive evidence, the case may be assigned to a 
Group :Eor investigation. It should be noted that AI is not 
bound -,o accept a government's opinion as to whether a prisoner 
has or has not used or advocated violence. 
A:; has been part of the world-wide effort to get con-
3cient;.ous objection to military service recognised as inherent 
in the fundamental human rights to freedom of conscience. 
The Statute states that "every person has the right freely to 
hold and to express his or her convictions and the obligation 
22 
to extend a like freedom to others." This principle 
includes the right of a person to refuse military service on 
the grounds of consience or personal conviction/ without 
incurrj.ng any legal or physical penalty. 
In addition to working for the release of prisoners of 
conscie:nce, AI endeavours to provide them and their families 
humanit;arian assistance during the period of detention. Funds 
are raJ.sed for food, clothing and schooling; books are 
supplie;d for students whose, arrest interrupts their education, 
occasicmally, assistance is provided for legal aid, 
21 I t d d . # p . 8 
22 A i ' t i c l e 1 of t h e S t a t u t e 
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3.2 Political Trials; political prisoners in many counLrlea 
are convicted in trials that violate internationally agreed 
standards, or are held for years, sometiraes decades, without 
any tiial at all. AI strives to ensure that all political 
prisoners are given a fair trial within a reasonable period 
of tijTie, not just prisoners of conscience, whose release is 
sought regardless of criminal proceedings. While the tenii 
'prisoners of conscience' is strictly defined, the term 
'political prisioners' applies to anyone who is imprisoned 
where there is a political element in the case. When political 
23 prisorers are not necessarily prisoners of consicnece, Al 
urges that they be^given a fair trial within a reasonable 
period, or if charges are not brought, released. 
PI bases its work for fair trials in such cases on 
24 internationally recognised standards that require: 
the provision of defence lawyers of the prisoners' 
choosing; 
full prior consultation with defence counsel; 
open trial in the presence of outside observers; 
The testimony of defence witnesses and right of 
cross-examination; and 
the repudiation of evidence extracted under duress 
or torture 
In situations where administrative detention is used, AI 
goes beyond work on behalf of individuals and presses for a 
general amnesty for all political detainees, for measures to 
ensure detainees' fair and prompt trials or for repeal of the 
legislation under which they are held. Situations involving 
n.dfc.s detention without trial are often the subject of AI 
reports. 
23 Suspected members of opposition groups that use violence, 
for instance. 
•'-'^  iB'.»^lg-^ty I nte^"at ional Hctndbook, op.cit., p. 9 
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Vihere trial procedures are notoriously unjust, as in 
militciry courts that try and sentence civilians who have 
no right of appeal or when the defendant is denied free 
access; to legal counsel, or when the legislation under which 
prisoners of conscience are detained is itself a violation 
of the: UDHR, AI highlights this in its reports as well as in 
reprefi.entations to the governments concerned. 
In its work for fair trials AI may send lawyers from 
other countries to observe and assess political trials. In 
some instances cases of political prisoners convicted after 
unfaii: trials are assigned to AI Groups for investigation, 
as are: prisoners detained for long periods without trial. 
Vi!hen prisoners of conscience or individuals who are 
likeJ-i' to become prisoners of conscience have difficulty 
obtaining the assistance of competent lawyers, AI looks into 
the pcissibility of providing legal aid.; In countries where 
this is a problem on a large scale, AI may discuss the entire 
question of legal aid with the government and with appropriate 
bocliei;; in the country, such as bar associations. 
^•^ lO'Cture; The abolition of torture has always been one 
of AI's goals. By the early 1970s AI had amassed over-
whelmj.ng evidence that torture was being inflicted by many 
governments on political opponents and that this practice was 
25 incre^ ising to the extent that it could be termed an epidemic. 
Cpposing torture is part of the regular programme of 
the International Secretariat, which monitors allegations of 
tortuie and initiates actions to stop the practice. These 
effort.s have been supplemented by Special Studies ranging 
frcm Jong term medical research into the effects of electric 
tortui-e, papers on the legal implications of behaviour 
25 Ibid,, p. 15 
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modification techniques and investigations of torture in 
various countries. 
The campaign aims primarily to stimulate international 
n to halt tort 
activities include: 
actio ure and rescue victims. The movement's 
26 
- urgent world-wide appeals on behalf of victims of 
torture; 
~ support for the rehabilitation of torture victims; 
- publicity about torture through reports, statements 
to tell international news media and international 
campaigns about torture in particular countries; and 
- mobilisation of professional, religious, medical, trade 
union and other national, regional and international 
bodies in the struggle against torture.. 
The Ccimpaign has been helped by the development of AI 
inedic-ai groups. Assisted by a Medical Advisory Board estdiu-
lished in 1977, medical groups in some 30 countries have 
participated in work on behalf of torture victims and 
published reports on their findings. 
AI members receive regular appeals in the monthly Amafisty 
International Newsletter on behalf of torture victims. They 
are asked to send letters to the appropriate government 
officials urging humane treatment for prisoners in their 
custody. They can also participate in the world-wide 
Urgent Action Network that seeks to prevent the torture of 
people who have been taken into custody, 
3.4 Death Penalty; The fact that people were being executed 
becdusu their religion or opinion were unacceptable to their 
>siovernnifcnt was highlightea in the appeal that first launched 
Al iuovument. Concern about the death panelty has frequently 
26 I,bid. . p.16 
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featured in AI's work over the years. As the movement has 
developed so has its mandate, particularly In response to 
evidence of the cruel, inhuman, and degrading treatment of 
prisoners. In a series of decisions in the early 19703 the 
International Council resolved to oppose torture and the 
death penalty in all cases. It decided in 1974 to intensify 
its efforts for the total abolition of the death penalty -- a 
decision reaffirmed in more recent council decisions. 
AI opposes the death penalty on the grounds that it 
constitutes a cruel, Inhuman and degrading punishment and 
is a violation of the right to life proclaimed in the UDHR 
and other international standards. It can be inflicted on 
the innocent; it is brutalizing to all involved. Execution 
is an act of violence, and violence tends to provoke 
. , 27 
violence. 
AI keeps a log of all known death sentences and executions 
throughout the world. It has a network of coordinators who 
organize publicity and campaign for the abolition of this 
inhuman punishment. Whenever possible, campaigns are 
launched to stop threatened executions and in a number of 
countries AI members are urging their own governments to 
repeal the death penalty — an issue on which AI members 
have the right to campaign in their own country. 
Over the years, AI has developed a regular world-wide 
progranme for the abolition of the death penalty, regardless 
of the crimes for which it is imposed. The programme 
includes; 
urgent action or other appeals to the head of state 
when a death sentence is about to be carried out; 
27 IJbid., pp.10-11 
2 3 I b I (J.. , p. 16 
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public AI statements deploring the use of the death 
penalty and urging clemency; 
long term work by AI groups on countries where the 
death x^ n^alty is in force; 
short term actions on specific countries focussing 
on the death penalty and urging changes in legisla-
tion; and 
publicity and lobbying by sections within their own 
countries to change legislation or to prevent 
reintroduction of the death penalty. 
Over and above its work with regard to prisoners of 
conscience, political trials, torture and the death penalty, 
AT has concerned itself with campaigning for exposing and 
h.dtiiij political killings by qovLrnmenLs in a rvjnge of 
countries. 
In recent years 'disappearances' have become a cause to£ 
increasing concern in AI ranks. The term 'disappearances' is 
used when people are arrested or kidnapped by government 
agents or by other groups directly or indirectly supported by 
the government and the government subsequently refuses to 
29 
acknowledge that they have been seized and detained. AI 
considers 'disappearances' a gross violation of fundamental 
human rights and has made consistent efforts to publicise 
'disappearances' campaign on behalf of the victims and 
raised the issue at the UN. 
The AI has also been involved in campaigns or long-tenn 
prograranes to draw pviblic attention to conditions in particular 
prisons and seek improvements. AI does not, however, seek to 
duplicate the efforts of other bodies more specifically 
concerned with prison inspection, such as the ICRC. AI finally 
reports the conditions in which political prisoners are held in 
pai"ticular countries and makes representations to governments 
in the course of its regular case work. 
2 9 I b i d . , p .12 
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y^-llSESTY lOTERNATIONAL AND THE PROBLEM OF 
IMPLEMENTATION OF HUMAN RIGHTS 
PRINCIPLES 
1, 0 T.!};". ,f^£9b^-,^""i ,of Implementation 
Tlv.i problem of implementation of human rights principles 
is the problem of seeing to it tliat human rights are in 
t j<.t r«-i >tieicted. In principle, the problem might be left to 
th€! good faith of individual States, to be solved by the 
legislative and other measures that they can take within 
tiie limits of their domestic jurisdiction; and, in truth, 
domestic measures are obviously necessary and crucial. But 
alraost all States take the view that international agencies 
must be involved, authorised to act in specified ways. 
The question generally raised in this context concerns the 
agencies and methods of action that are or might be employed. 
As a preliminary and general matter, it might be noted 
that thi problem of implementation varies considerably 
depending on the kind of right and the kind of circum-
stances that are in question. The right of an accused person 
to be presvamed innocent until proved guilty obviously 
differs in kind from his right to a high standard of physical 
and mental health; more generally, civil and political 
rights :iiffer in kind from economic, social, and cultural 
rights, and the right to self-detennination differs from all 
2 
the others. Similarly, the problem of implementation varies 
1 VernDn Van Dyke, Human Rights, The United States, and 
^grli Community, Oxford Univ.Press, New York, USA, 1970, 
0 7 h 4 A 
* " -* """• - * - •'•• * 0 p,160 
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gredtJ.y depending on the attitude of the govexnment 
immediately responsible: it is one thing to seek imple-
mentat;ion by helping a cooperative government and another 
thing to seek it by trying to persuade or coerce the 
uncooperative. Measures of implementation that may be 
highly suitable and effective in one kind of circumstance 
may be irrelevant or useless in another. 
]t is against this background that AI's role in human 
right£i implementation needs to be ascertained. Mention 
must be made of the fact that ''the effectiveness of any 
i»ingl<; factor in inttirnational relations is very difficult 
to determine, for it can be determined only in relation to 
a wide variety of other factors, both variable and non-
variable, bearing upon a complex of events in international 
3 
li£u." This is particularly true of the NGO, a welfare 
agency which provides professional service of high quality. 
One rational way of assessing the effectiveness of an 
international organisation is by referring to the actual 
bene£;.ciaries of its operations. This method has led 
iicholars like Blaw and Scott (1962) to suggest that orga-
nisational effectiveness should be defined in terms of 
4 
•who benefits'. Thus a human rights NGO like AI can be 
called effective if it reduces violations of hvunan rights. 
Besides, organisational effectiveness may have other 
dimeni:ions too, such as the organisation's capacity to 
maintain its internal system in working order so that it 
can respond to problems effectively at the relative cost of 
Yogesh Kumar Tyagi, Non-Governmental Organisations -
Case Study of Amnesty International, M.Phil, Disserta-
tion, Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi, 1978, p.86 
Ddvid L. Sills, ed., International Encyclopaedia of the 
Social Sciences, Macmillan, USA, 1978, Vol. II, p.311 
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transforming the human energy inputs into useful organi-
sational outputs, and the decisional and operational 
biases and orientations of the organisation. Cumulatively 
then< the organisational effectiveness has the balanced 
or optional emphasis upon achieving the pre-conceived 
objec:tives, problem-solving competence and human energy 
utilisation. 
Indeed the term effectiveness has different meanings 
in different contexts of human rights. However, it is 
prefe.rable to use the term in a generic sense, in terms of 
broad appreciation of the impact of the functioning of 
an oiganisation. In a general way, it indicates the areas 
where an organisation like AI is able to influence 
national and international policies and actions of various 
states and other institutions constituting world society. 
The task of detennining AI•s effectiveness is a 
difficult one. First, since AI does not produce anything 
of ccmmercial value, there is no market mechanism to 
inde> and monitor its impact in absolute terms. Second, 
in a sense, AI is utterly unique — in its narrow focus of 
activity it is the only known existing international 
pressure group working almost exclusively for the release 
of political prisoners. No other comparable group exists 
to enable an observer to make a relative assessment of 
7 
organisational effectiveness. Third, the very field of 
human rights renders the task of effectiveness asseasment 
rife with problems that result from the existence of state 
bound,! ries. 
5 Ibid., p.312 
6 yogesh Kumar Tyagi, op.cit., p.87 
7 Harry M. Scoble and Lauri« S. Wiseberg, "AI: Evaluat-
ing Lffectivness in the Human Rights Arena", 
intellect Magazine^ September/October, 1976, p.82 
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Dn the one hand, governments do not provide tree 
access to information. On the other hand, the high degree 
of sophistry with which NGOs like AI are able to achieve 
nearl/ imperceptible penetration of transnational boundaries, 
may not Ittnd itself to ^>& easily gauged. 
Fourth, there may be a wide variety of factors which 
bear upon the success of AI action in each case. Moreover, 
AI's action may not always have an immediate effect. 
Therefore, evaluation of the action, may, in a given case, 
depend upon the future course of events. 
All this notwithstanding, the effectiveness of AI may 
be perceived in terms of various factors bearing on the 
policies and actions of the organisation, such as survival 
and growth, recognised legitimacy, casework data and 
8 impartiality. 
2.0 ,i>urvlval and Growth: 
The increasing membership, budget, scope and expanse 
of functioning of AI since its inception in 1961, constitutes 
ample evidence of its survival and sustained growth, 
^••^ l^ gcoqnized Legitimacy In International Arena; AI is 
represiented at the United Nations by officers In New York, 
Geneva and Vienna, It has consultative status with the 
ECOSOC: and may therefore make representations in certain 
9 ECOSOC: committees. It is represented also at UNESCO in Paris. 
It contributes to the work of the UN Commission on Human 
Kightsi and AI representatives attend most of its sessions 
in Geneva. In addition, it has collaborative arrangements 
8 Ibid,, pp, 611-14 
'^ :^ ,^n«gg.t.y 1 ntfarncit i o n a l Handbook, o p . c i t . , p . 21 
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with some regional IGOs like the Inter-American Commission 
on Huunan Rights of the Organisation of American States, and 
Observer Status with the Organisation of African Unity. 
'i'od<jy, various IGOs and their constituents are willing to 
accept and respect the findings of AI's investigatory 
missi'Dns, medical delegations and expert reports. 
2.2 Casework Data; Over half of the 13^000 prisoners of 
conscience adopted by AI since 1961 have officially been 
released. During the period between 1 and 30 June, 1976 
about 1,657 prisoners had been released. In 248 cases, 
urgent actions were launched and in almost half of these 
cases, circumstances improved considerably, torture stoppod, 
arres-s officially acknowledged, kidnap victims released, 
death sentences commuted. Even on the relief front, Al 
dispersed more than £ 125,000 (215,000 US dollars) in relief 
to prisoners and their families. 
2.3 "mprpyinq Huroan Rights Standards; The Death Penaltyi It 
would be pertinent here to examine some of AIs major endeavours 
towar<3s improving global human rights standards. Carrying 
on wich its avowed aim of securing abolition of the death 
penalty* AI has intensified its efforts with regard to the 
same isince the late 70s, On Human Rights Day 1977, AI held 
an inl;ernational Conference on the Death Penalty in Stockholm, 
The participants included lawyers, judges, politicians, 
psychologists, police officials, penologists, theologians 
12 
and journalists from more than 50 countries. The Conference 
adopted the Declaration of Stockholm. It declared its total 
10 See Yogesh Kumar Tyagi, op.cit., p. 93 
11 jwnesty International Report, AI Pviblications, London, 
1.977, pTTH 
12 la Handbook, op.cit,, p.17 
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and unconditional opposition to the death penalty. It 
condemned executions, in whatever form, committed or 
condoned by governments. It affirmed that executions 
lis ai Hiuane of political coercion, whwthwr by government 
agencies or others, are equally unacceptable. It called 
upon all governments to bring about the immediate and 
total abolition of the death penalty, while calling upon 
non-governmental organisations, both national and inter-
natiotiai, to work collectively and individually to provide 
public information materials directed towards the abolition 
of the death penalty. The Stockholm Declaration was adopted 
by AI in March 1978 as a statement of principle on the 
abolition of the death penalty. 
In September 1979, a major report. The Death Penalty, 
was published giving details, about death penalty legislation 
and practice in 134 countries, as well as arguments in 
13 favour of abolition. Another report. When the State 
Kills, published in 1989, describes how the death penalty 
is used throughout the world. The report also defines "the 
choice before each society and each of its citizens. It is 
a choice about the sort of world people want and will work 
to acnievej a world in which the State is permitted to kill 
as a legal punishment or a world based on respect for hujnnan 
14 life and human rights — a world without executions". The 
objective of publishing the reports was the same — to 
publicise the gruesome nature of these killings with a view 
towards mobilising world public opinion against the use of 
the death penalty. The effects were tangible. As documented 
in the 1989 report a good 35 countries have abolished the 
death penalty for all crimes, and 27 others no longer carry 
15 
out e:Kecutaona - - many governments recognising t h a t the 
13 Ib id . 
J-^ When the State Kills. ..The Death Penalty Vs Human Rights, 
.'U Pui:>iicat,lorj3, London, UK, 1989, p,8 
15 .Ibid. 
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decith penalty cannot, after all, be reconciled with respect 
lor i^Lunan ricjhta. 
In August 1980, AI backed a resolution submitted by 
4 2 non-governniental organisations to the Sixth United 
Nations Congress on the Prevention of Crime and the 
TreatiTient of Offenders.. The resolution called on govern-
ments to stop using the death penalty and urged the UN 
General Assembly to promulgate a declation that would urge 
its Worldwide abolition. In October 1980, AI presented to 
the Secretary General of the United Nations and the 
President of the General Assembly an appeal calling on the 
United Nations and its member states to take all necessary-
steps for the immediate and total abolition ot the death 
penalty throughout the world. The appeal was signed by 
people in more than 100 countries including internationally 
prominent politicians, government ministers, religious and 
labour leaders, police and prison officers, scientists, 
doctors, artists and writers. 
?he adoption of the Sixth Protocol to the European 
Convention on Human Rights by 22 Western European nations 
by January 1989 is a landmark in the universal realization 
of huinan rights. It is the first binding international 
agreement for the abolition of the death penalty. By 
ratifving it, a state accepts an obligation under international 
17 law tf) abolish the death penalty for peacetime offences, 
A draJit optional protocol to the International Covenant on 
Civil and Political Rights and another optional protocol to 
the American Convention.on Human Rights, both due for 
consideration in 1989, will help to strengthen the prohibi-
tion of the death penalty by adding to national abolition 
16 junnesty International Handbook, op.cit., p,17 
17 V.'hen the State Kills... The Death Penalty Vs Human 
iLi9M£' oP-cit., p.20 
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the force of international law. Amnesty International has 
played no mean role in the adoption of these abolitionist 
treaties, creating as it does, the awareness all over the 
world about the necessity of doing away with capital punish-
intmt. Accession to these trecitius can also help a country 
which has abolished the death penalty to resist any calls 
for its reintroduction. 
ih« introduction o± lethal injection as a means o± 
execution in the USA has heightened concern among abolition 
seekers, particularly in view of the active involvement of 
health personnel in them — the role of the doctor not just 
being confined to certifying death but also to monitoring 
the progress of an execution so that it can continue if the 
18 prisoner is not yet dead. The Assembly of the World 
Medical Association held in Lisbon in 1981 adopted a 
resolution that"it is unethical for physicians to participate 
in capital punishment, although this does not preclude 
physicians certifying death." 
These statements of medical ethics refer mainly to 
direct participation in actual executions. Two areas where 
health professionals may actually find themselves in ethical 
dilemitids not covered in existing codes are: testifying in 
court proceedings where their evidence could lead to a 
defendant's execution, and evaluatingthe mental or physical 
healtli of,or providing health care to, a prisoner under 
sentence of death V(*iere this could hasten the prisoner's 
execution, 
Ij:i 1981, a Declaration on the Participation of Doctors 
in th<2 Death Penalty was formulated by the Medical Advisory 
Board of Amnesty International and adopted by AI's International 
18 Ibid., p.79 
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Executive Committee. The Declaration was revised in 1988 to 
include other members of the medical profession. It lists 
elements of participation in executions which Amnesty Inter-
ndtiotial holds to be in violation of medical ethics and 
refers; to other forms of involvement in the death penalty 
which may pose ethical dilemmas for the individual health 
professional. 
ilarlier in 1980, Amnesty International submitted to the 
US authorities a proposal for a Presidential Commission on 
the Death Penalty in the USA, The Commission, AI said, 
should investigate such aspects of the death penalty as its 
discriminatory imposition, the arbitrariness of indictments and 
prosec;utions, adequacy of legal representation of the poor 
and the possibility of error in death penalty cases. The 
propoiJal was not taken up. Since then,as executions* have 
been carried out in increasing numbers, the problems which 
AI believed should be examined by an official commission in 
the uiiA have, if anything, become more pronounced. 
M welcomes any measures which save the lives of 
prisoners who would otherwise have been executed and which 
bring closer the goal of worldwide abolition. Such measures 
, , 20 include: 
inc:reaseduse of clemency in death penalty cases; 
- progressive restriction of the number of offences 
punishable by death; and 
establishment of official Commissions of similar 
bodies with the task of examining aspects of the 
de.ith penalty such as its relation to crime rates, 
ita discriminatory application to various sections 
of the population and the suitability of alternative 
punishments. There should be a moratarium on 
executions pending the outcome of these discussions. 
L9 -[.bid. , p.82 
20 Ibid., p.21 
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2,4 Tojrture « "The purpose of torture", said Jean Paul Sartre, 
"ia not only the extortion of confessions, of betrayal: the 
victim f\\i&t disgrace himself, by his screams and his sub-
mission, like a human animal. In the eyes of everybody and 
in his own eyes. He who yields vinder torture is not only to 
21 be mad® to talk, but is also to be markod as sub-huin«»n.'" lu 
one of J.ts studies on current torture practice and training 
ptiblishesd as Epidemic Torture in 1972 — the year which saw 
the launch of AI*s first worldwide campaign to abolish torture 
and end the widespread official practice of torture of 
prisoners and detainees to stifle political dissent — AI 
receive<i testimony about torture from a score of nations. 
In most cases, the torture was alleged to be routine and 
appeared to be used solely for the systematic silencing and 
intimidation of political opposition. The evidence pointed to 
tlu' (^ jsttiblishment of toi-turc as an institution in iisoll: ~~ 
outside the constitutional political process and completely 
otjisi,de tho icg.U framework. 
In a memorandum submitted to the Government of the 
United Kingdom at the time of an official enquiry into 
alleged sensory deprivation torture in Northern Ireland, 
AI eloquently defined the fundamental character of psycho-
logical torture: 
"It is because we regard the deliberate destruc-
tion of a man's ability to control his own mind 
wit.h revulsion that we reserve a special place in 
our catalogue of moral crisis, the technique of 
thought control and brainwashing. Any interroga-
tion procedure which has the purpose or effect of 
causing a malfunction or breakdown of man's mental 
processes constitutes as grave an assault on the 
inherent dignity of a human person as more tradi-
tional techniques of physical torture".22 
21 Quoted in Voices for Freedom, AI Pxablications, London, 
1986, p.67 ~ 
22 Tbifi., p. 68 
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(_Ajnnesty International believes that any government 
that wishes to stop torture has the means to do so. It is 
a question of political will.) AI's official Campaign 
for the Abolition of Torture launched in 1972 and aimed 
at arojsing public opinion and mobilising people interna-
t lonelily .lyainat torture culminated in the Conference for 
the Abolition of Torture in late 1973. Since then^ AX 
has worked with sympathetic governments, inter-governmental 
and noii-govtrnmental organisations on an international 
strategy to outlaw and prevent torture. The first major 
success was achieved on 9 December 1975 when the UN General 
Aasiembly adopted by acclamation Resolution 3452(XXX) which 
brought into international law a historic Declaration on 
the Protection of all Persons from Torture or other cruel, 
inhuman or degrading treatment, or punishment. The 12-
article declaration defines torture and gives guidelines 
for all states, including the stipulation that they must 
ensure that torture is a criminal offence and that any 
statement obtained through torture or similar ill-treatment 
"may rot be invoked as evidence against the person concerned 
23 
or agc.inst any other person in any proceedings". 
/J is now seeking the adoption by the UN of an effective 
International Convention against torture. Unlike the 
beclaiation Against Torture,.the Convention would be leydily 
bindirig on states. 
AI has also compiled a list of some of the principal 
measures which governments should take to prevent torture. 
A 12-point programme for the prevention of Torture has 
been compiled from existing international standards and 
from the recommendations which AI itself has made over the 
23 i^nesty International Handbook, op.cit., p.16 
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years to governments of countries where torture is inflicted. 
The organisation believes that the prxjgramme and the 
standards on which it is based should be publicised widely. 
The various points in the progranvme can be used as a test 
24 
of a government's willingness to prevent torture. This 
12-point prograiwne was adopted by AI in October 1989 as part 
of the organisation's campaign for the Abolition of Torture. 
That AI has managed tq put pressure on various govern-
ments with regard to the abolition of torture is testified 
by prisoners whose conditions have improved. After an AI 
missicm in 1981 to Morocco, for instance, where delegates 
vi3it<::d the Kenitra Central Prison, AI received the 
follovfing message from a prisoner held theres 
"It is incontestable that our situation has 
:.inproved in prison (through) the support given 
i;o us at the international level by many orga-
nizations, above all Amnesty International,.."^^ 
-In 1984 AI launched a fresh drive to end tortures In a 
major report. Torture in the Eighties, AI cites allega-
tions of torture and ill-treatment in some 98 countries — 
documenting complaints by victims in every region of the 
world; from security headquarters in Spain to prison 
cells in Iran, from secret police centres in Chile to 
special psychiatric hospitals in the Soviet Union; The 
report cites cases involving systematic torture during 
Interrogation — electric shocks, severe beatings and 
mock executions, ; harsh prison conditions, the parti-
cipation of doctors in the process of torture, and punish-
ments such as flogging and amputation. 
24 Voices for Freedom^ op.cit., p.174 
25 llxld., p. 173 
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;j members receive regular appeals in the monthly 
Aranest.y International Newsletter on behalf of torture 
victims and send letters to the appropriate government 
officials urging humane treatment for prisoners in their 
custody. They also participate in the worldwide Urgent 
Action network that tries to prevent the torture of people 
who hcive been taken into custody. 
The development of AI medical groups has helped the 
cannpaJ.yns against torture immensely. Aided by a Medical 
Advisory Board established in the late VOs, these groups 
have helped their sections to organise campaign on 
behalf: of prisoners in poor health a..^ d examined and treated 
victir.is of torture and ex-prisoners in need of medical care. 
They have also approached medical organisations in their 
own country, raised AI concerns at medical congress and 
worked for the adoption and implementation of codes of 
ethics for medical personnel who may be involved in torture. 
2.5 .impartiality: To eftectively implement human righta, 
an imj)artial, politically independent, persistent "organised 
concern" is required. AI is considered almost as a 
political movement. It has adopted diverse kinds of 
measures to ensure its impartiality. As mentioned earlier, 
it neLther recruits government officials nor accepts 
direc- financial help from government institutions. 
Furthermore, to maintain balance, i.e,, to avoid cross-fire 
from 'cold-warriors', AI selects one urgent case from 
'the £ree', the 'copnunist' and the 'third world' bloc 
each month for special postcard campaign by its members. 
26 l^ hilip L. Ray and J.S. Taylor, quoted in Yogesh 
Kxoraar Tyagi's Non-Governmental Organisations - Case 
Study of AI, op.cit,, p.89. 
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Al ' s impartiality is cortoboxattid by the f jct that when 
the work of all NGOs was being reviewed by the UN NGOs 
Cornmititles, this organisation was bcoaolly commendsd by most 
roernbers of the Conwnittee. The Committee expressed its 
appreci.ation for the valuable work done by AI in the promotion 
of its (objectives. 
2.6 Structural and functional Limitations; However* before 
passing any value judgement on AI, its structural and functional 
limitations need to be considered. 
In the first place, the entire AI movement is largely 
confined to three things, i.e., release of prisoners of 
conscience, obtaining fair trial for all detainees, and the 
abolition of torture and the death penalty. AI orients its 
activities to specific provisions of the UDHR, limited to 
27 
civil and political rights. it has little, almost nothing, 
to do with economic, social and cultural rights. Apparently, 
the restricted focus may be explained away in, terms of the 
28 limited resources available to AI. However, no agency 
working in the field of human rights can afford to ignore 
the social and economic rights of man, because an objective 
analysis would go to show that the casualties caused by hunger 
are corsiderably more in comparison with those in the field of 
politic:al rights. 
Secondly, AI activities focus on individual rights, and 
in the process overlook group rights such as assuring self-
determj.nation to all people. In fact, AI came into existence 
at a tj.me when the wave of anti-colonialism the world over 
had touched a new high. It is paradoxical however, that AI 
has not directed its attention to this problem. 
27 Articles 3/ S, 8, 9 and 10 of the AI Statute. 
23 TJiomas Hamroarberg, Chairman, AI International Executive 
C(jiiai»ictee, AI ^fcpogt-1977, p. 12 
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Thirdly,the subjects of AI are both public and 
prival:e, but tend to be elitist in either case or seen 
to belong to the domain in which the upper class seems 
29 to have its influence. In other words, many NGOs, 
including Al, have frequently been charged with elitism 
and/oj: pursuing different standards where the rights of 
elitisjt members and those of other members of the society 
are concerned. For instance PJ. and other NGOs have been 
criticised for expressing such intense concern over the 
execution of some 60 Ethiopians — former members of Haile 
Selasaie's elite landowners, former government or military 
ofiicJ.als — by the Provisional Military Administrative 
Comniit;tee in. Ethiopia in 1974, while little was said about 
the torture and execution of thousands of ordinary Ethiopian 
30 
citizesns over the years. Such a criticism in fact results 
from the narrow focus AI has adopted for itself and its 
heavy emphasis upon individual human rights. 
I'ourthly, although AI makes every effort to generate 
publi<: opinion through the process of 'grass rooting' — 
seeking to mobilize and/or polarise attentive public — as 
wtjll as 'tree-topping' — aimed at the elites — its major 
tcirget; is the 'attentive' public, but not the lower rungs 
of th€: masses, even in Western Europe and the United 
31 
ijtdteti. In other words, Al has not been able to penettdte 
its huirian rights campaign into the deep and isolated rural 
artJcts of the world. A majority of people who live in 
villages or even in urban and metropolitan towns and cities 
are hcirdly aware of the functioning and impact of AI. 
29 See Yogesh Kumar Tyagi, op.cit., p.91 
30 E'eter Schwell, "Human Rights in Ethiopia, "Paper 
presented to the African Studies Association, Annual 
Meeting, San Francisco, October-November, 1975 
31 Marry M. Scoble and Laurie,s. Wiseberg, quoted in Yogesh 
l<;aincir Tyagi, op.cit., p. 90 
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Despite all these limitations and shortcomings, 
the Al movement is gradually expanding and is more or 
lir6s consolidating its postion as one of the prime agencies 
involv«id in the implementation of global human rights 
ininciples. A striking feature of AI's activity is 
its periodic 'self-evaluation' process. AI makes serious 
dtid vi(jorou3 efforts periodically .to appraise its past 
and continuing activities in terms of 'soft' evidence as 
32 
well a-i 'hard' or qtiantitative data. This process 
uuUuubuedly helps to gauge the effectiveness of the 
iri'.iveme it. 
'J' i.jL AJ W J 3 dWurdcd the Nobel peace l^rize in 1977 i-j 
in itsu-lf a testimony of AI' s contribution in the field 
of hurtitin rights. In awarding this prize, the Nobel 
Peace Committee observed: 
"Amnesty International has first and 
foremost extended practical and impartial 
help to people imprisoned for their 
religious or political beliefs, or because 
of racial prejudice ... The Nobel 
Committee wishes, in the year 1977 — 
Prisoners of Conscience Year — to honour 
Amnesty International by granting to it 
the Nobel peace Prize for the contribution 
this organiaation has made to protecting 
this group of prisoners from treatment in 
violation of human rights. Through its 
activity for the defence of human worth 
ciydinst degrading treatment, violence and 
torture, AI has contributed to securing 
the ground for freedom, for justice and 
thereby also for peace in the world",33 
32 Ibid. 
3 3 Statement issued by the Nobel Peace Committee on 
10 October, 1977 
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A further recognition of M and its human rights 
dctivities came about in 1978 when the organisation was 
iionoured with the UN Hxonian Rights Award on the occasion 
of the thirtieth anniversary of the Universal Declaration 
34 
of HujTian Rights. 
All of these have gone to reinforce the belief that 
Amnesty International has played, and is still playing, 
d pivTtal role in the globalisation of human rights. 




During the last few years, there has been, as David 
Simpson puts it, a 'boom' in human rights. Human rights 
used to be a rather obscure subject, little understood by 
the general public and infrequently granted the status which 
it deserves. But today far more people understand what human 
rights are about, are more approachable when asked to join 
some campaign and generally the concern is elevated to a level 
which makes campaigning for human rights a lot easier. 
'i'o those who hiave to deal face to face with governntttnta, 
however, there are two new problems. One is that it is now 
more difficult to convince an offending government that the 
concern being expressed is purely humanitarian and does not 
conceal some political motivation connected with western 
imperialism, communism or whatever political enemy that govern-
ment perceives. The second problem is that of evenhandednei,s: 
it more noise seems to be made about some countries than t/chers, 
thien trie air is thick with charges of political hypocrisy ciua 
the plsa for human rights improvement is severely discredited. 
Furthermore, in recent times, there has been considerable 
proyre.is made in the international community by the idea that 
(iconomlc and social rights are a prerequisite for the enjoy-
ment oE political and civil rights. But the assertion of a 
1 David Simpson, 'Violations of Human Rights in the Seven-
tie.'i: A Global Perspective', in P.E, Dowerick ed., Huitian 
Rights - Problems, perspectives and Texts. Cambridge Univ. 
Preiis, UK, 1984, p.137 
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right to a decent standard of living itself presupposes a 
yysten in which having a right to anything means something, 
including the freedom to assert the right. Hence, sweeping 
pronouncements about priority seem doubtful and the inter-
2 
dependence of basic rights more plausible, 
a'he doctrine of basic human needs does not, however, 
displcicfc or transcend an older conception of human rights. 
What it does, and that is its strength, is to hammer away at 
that cispect of the right to life — the right to subsistence — 
which has been neglected. It reminds us of what we have in 
the pcist been inclined to forget; that the right to liie hat. 
as much to do with providing the wherewithal to keep people 
alive ds with protecting them against violent death. Dismal 
expect itions about either of these aspects would not be 
compensated for by sanguine expectations about the other. At 
this basic level it is,then, true to say that economic and 
sociaJ rights (the right to subsistence) and civil and political 
rights (the right to security) are interdependent if something 
ru&emJc ling a minimally aatiafactory human liie is to be lived. 
Ihe right to life, if it exists at all, is a right to siobsis-
3 
tence as well as to security. 
The emergence of the doctrine of basic needs may be 
interpreted as marking the reception of the force of this idea 
by the international community as a whole, and especially by 
that part of it which is officially concerned with development 
issues: the World Bank, for example, and the International 
4 
Development Association, 
2 See H.J.Vincent, Human Rights and International Reldtjons, 
Cambridge University Press, UK, 1986, p.89 
3 Ibid. 
4 H.J. Vincent, 'Human Rights in North-South Relations' in 
R.J. Vincent ed.. Human Rights and International Relatione, 
Cambridge University press, UK, 1986, p. 89 
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Q'hese developments in the international community have 
undoubtedly affected Amnesty International, but there has 
been no corresponding response from its side. This can be 
explained in terms of the constraints faced by the organisa-
tion. AI has a fixed mandate; any enlargement in the mandate 
would not only call for more finances but also for an overhaul 
of the entire organisational structure. And any change in its 
policy with regard to garnering financial resources is laden 
with the dangerous prospect of compromising with its impar-
tiality ~ a thing AI cannot afford to do. Moreover, a wider 
tocus would probably imply a corresponding decrease in its 
efficiency. Under these circumstances, Amnesty, while being 
fully alive to the small shift in emphasis within the human 
rights sphere, has stuck religiously to working on its earlier 
mandate. 
However, Amnesty's stipulation that it should take up only 
the cases of nonviolent prisoners has caused some strain within 
the organisation as well as encountering criticism from outside 
it. The paradox that Amnesty is obliged to confront is that 
the more repressive a regime is (and hence the more likely to 
need AJtinesty's attentions) the greater the probability that 
violence may be the only means left for those committed to 
5 
resisting the regime. This issue was sharply posed for 
Arrmesty members in 1964, when there was an internal debate in 
the or<;ianisation over whether to continue support for the 
black South African leader. Nelson Mandela, after he shifted 
from h.Ls earlier position of nonviolence. The dissatisfaction 
of Amnesty members with Amnesty's decision not to continue 
treating Mandela as a prisoner of conscience was in large part 
5 J,D, Armstrong, 'Non-Governmental Organisation*, in B.J. 
Vincent, ed,, Foreign Policy and Human Rights - Issues and 
Responses, Cambridge University Press, UK, 1986, p.252 
6 J.Power, Against Oblivion, Fontana Books, USA, 1981, p.23 
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responsible for Amnesty's expanding its area of activitiea to 
incluiie pressure for fair trials and the non-use of torture. 
The violence issue arose again in a different form in the 
X970S when Amnesty took up the case of the Baader-Meinhof 
twrrolists who, some Amnesty members claimed, were being ill 
7 
treated in prison. 
A frequent criticism of Amnesty, especially from some of 
its targets. Is that it lacks political balance. It has been 
aui^ ye;;; Led that by treatiny the world aa divided into three 
equal parts so far as human rights violations are concerned. 
Amnesty, in the effort to appear impartial, is indulging in 
the hypocrisy of pretending that the assault on basic rights 
is in reality of identical proportions in its three regions. 
Some Ivave gone further than this to charge Amnesty with a 
deliberate left wing bias. For example, an analysis of Amnesty's 
1977 ;Report noted that the space devoted to West Germany was 
equal to that given over to Cuba, Kampuchea and North Korea 
9 
coiTibiiied. This was at a time when the Kampuchean government 
was being widely accused of committing murder on a genocidal 
scale. 
-ejnnesty itself has pointed to a rather different problem 
of balance arising out of the practical difficulties of operat-
ing in a third world contextt 
, "Amnesty International could not be identified 
and harnessed in Third V^ orld Countries in the same 
fashion and with the same methods as in the highly 
'^  ikt^" PP' 126-35 
8 H,il.Scoble and L .S.Wiseberg, 'Problems of Comparative Research 
on Human R i g h t s , in V.P. Nanda, e d . , Global Human Rights : 
Pulplic P o l i c i e s , Comparative Measures and NGO S t r a t e g i e s , 
Boulder , USA, 1981, p .149 
9 S. M i l l e r , ' P o l i t i c s and Amnesty I n t e r n a t i o n a l ' , c i t e d in 
L.H'jrwj.tz, The S t a t e as Defendant, London, 1981, p . 184 
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developed economies of the West ... the differences 
of culture, finance, attitude towards NGOs and means 
of expression were not always appreciated in either 
practical or conceptual terms. At the same time it 
became accepted that there were countries where 
iUnnesty International could develop and countries 
v^ here it would be impractical."^0 
The charge of deliberate bias is unwarranted, although 
it is true that some individuals will have been drawn into 
AKUHsst •/ because Its specific purpose was seen as according 
with t;hcir left wing ideology. But whether or not an imbalance 
is buj.lt into Amnesty's way of demonstrating impartiality, the 
only J.ogical alternative would be, dS an act of policy, to' 
conceriLratt; on one or two areaij which would be hardly likely 
to increase Amnesty's credibility in those areas. A more 
serious problem for Amnesty, which may sometimes produce an 
appeaiance of bias, is that it can only act on the basis of 
reliable information and this may not always be forthcoming 
in a iorm acceptable to Amnesty, The 'disproportionality' in 
its tjiruatment of West Germany and Kampuchea largely stemmed 
from t.he difficulty of obtaining information that satisfied 
its own rigorous standards, rather than from any pro-Kajrtipuchean 
sentiments in the orgnization. 
-f. /i final problem is that Amnesty may have been most effective' 
in its earliest days when governments were perhaps less dWaic 
Lljcit the flood of letters they received on behalf of certain 
prisorers originated from an Amnesty campaign. Familiarity 
may since have bred a degree of contempt. Most of the vlolaLoiii 
of hvmian rights have now learnt to pay some attention to public 
10 Mc.rtin Ennals, 'ivnnesty International in the 1980s', Annual 
Report, AI Publications, London, 1980,pp.8-9 
11 See J.D. Armstrong, 'Noh-Governmental Organizations', 
OF.cit., pp. 252-53 
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relations but often, their concern has not extended beyond 
this. A former political prisoner addressing an Amnesty 
meeting at Birmingham University in 1982 referred to a story 
that indicates how well some governments may have learnt to 
play ':he new game of demonstrating their reformed characters 
to Wa;Jhington and the NGOs. She claimed that one week before 
the arrival of an Amnesty mission in 1975/ the inmates of her 
prison (in the Phillippines) were approached by important 
officj.ais who promised their release if they did not give 
evidence to the mission. Most refused and were harshly 
treated after the mission left. Before it arrived, there was 
a con£iiderable improvement in prison conditions but these 
13 daterJ.orated sharply when the niisaion departed. 
£ut there are many grounds for believing that NGOs do make 
a significant contribution to the furtherance of human rights!, 
however difficult this may be to quantify. Many thousands ot 
political prisoners have been released and Amnesty can claim 
some of the credit for this. Even where it does not succeed in 
achieving its primary goal, it has undoubtedly brought both 
psychological and material help to prisoners and their families. 
AiTinesty has also had an impact on the foreign policies of 
several western governments. Amnesty's revelations about human 
rights violations in the Central African Empire helped to bring 
about a change in French support for the country, while the 
influence of NGOs perhaps reached a peak during the Carter 
Administration when Congressional decisions about American 
aid allocations were in part based on evidence that was 
14 presented by Amnesty and oth^r NGOs. But there is also a 
12 loid. 
13 Clare Nullis, 'NGOs and Human Rights', unpublished disser-
tation. School of International Studies, Birmingham Univer-
sity, cited in J.D.Armstrong,'Non-Governmental Organisa-
tions', op.cit.,p.253 
14 j.u. Armstrong, op.cit., p. 258 
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negative side to it. For every released prisoner, there are 
more new detentions. Indeed, some repressive regimes have 
been said to welcome Amnesty campaigns as identifying for them 
the particular individuals they should regard as most dangerous. 
In its latest report, AI has recorded 15,370 "judicial 
executions" in some 90 countries in the past decade, adding 
that these figures were "merely the tip of the iceberg". The 
number of people executed since 1979 has been estimated at 
more than 40,000. Unfair trials, torture and executions of 
teenage children as well as that of old men, all have been 
systematically carried out under the judicial garb by several 
governments. The mode of executions ranged from hanging, 
lieheadinq, electrocution, poisoning and stoning to death, 
with victima dying only minutes after sentences wera pronounced, 
15 
or living deaths for as many as 25 years. 
s/^ Amnesty has cited cases where prisoners of conscience 
or the mentally ill were killed, and mentioned countries where 
prisoners were put to death for committing adultery, prosti-
tution or for showing pornographic films, Turkey, Ethiopia, 
Ghana, Jordan, Kampuchea and Somalia are some of the countries 
which have been mentioned for attaining notoriety in eliminating 
prisoners after unfair trials or without any trials. "While 
Amnesty is justified in highlighting the ruthless methods many 
countries have adopted under the guise of judicial sanctions", 
writes Hindustan Times, "it seems to be on slippery ground in 
advising nations to use less deterrent methods in tackling 
criminals, specially those involved in drug smuggling. Drug 
peddling has plummeted in those countries which have imposed 
death penalties for such offences. It is argued that there cannot 
16 • 
be any softness for those promoting slow death." 
15 S'^ e Editorial, The Hindustan Times, New Delhi, 25 April, 198S 
1 6 i:::)id. 
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Human Rights^ India and Amnesty Intfernaitional 
l o thoJie i n t e r e s t ed in hximan r i g h t s , India provides "a 
t ex t - took example of hovr things can go badly wrong in a short 
17 time unless corrected e a r l y . " Today, India does not 
present a large b l o t on the huHian r ighta map, only a p inpr ick . 
Unfortunately, though, when Mrs.Indira Gandhi imposed a 
Sta te of Emergency on 26 June, 1975, there followed a period, 
l a s t i ng ins ide of a couple of years , of systematic des t ruc t ion 
of a l l the democratic freedom t h a t Indians had enjoyed.There 
was an India with a wr i t t en Cons t i tu t ion ,wi th c o n s t i t u t i o n a l 
safeguards guaranteeing Indian c i t i z e n s fundamental human 
r i g h t s , a complex and sophis t i ca ted lega l system to back 
them up, a f lour ishing and act ive free p r e s s , a hea l thy , 
cictiv€ p o l i t i c a l system to give l i f e and motion to these 
r i g h t s . But in the period a f te r 26 June 1975, the re followed 
itieasures which l i t e r a l l y unscrewed every nut and b o l t of those 
c o n s t i t u t i o n a l safeguards, gagged every possible person or 
i n s t i t u t i o n who might have spoken out in defence of the 
opressed in the cou r t s , the p re s s , the p o l i t i c a l opposi t ion 
atni so lor t l i . So, by the end of Mrs.Gandhi's regime, there 
was not.hing less than a pol ice s t a t e , with a t l e a s t 40,000 
priBoners of conscience and ser ious a l l ega t ions or t o r t u r e 
and ot^ler abuses, " I ron i ca l ly" , says Simpson, "press censor-
ship i r India was so t o t a l t ha t the Government seemed to 
bel ieve everything i t read, which was usual ly what i t had 
w r i t t e n , in the newspapers, and the re fo re , had the fo l ly to 
go to the country and have a general e lec t ion to s e t a so r t 
18 
ot democratic sea l of approval on the whole regime," The 
rivi. r e s u l t was t ha t the government was s u b s t a n t i a l l y defeated 
cil the p o l l s . 
Since the early 1980s, however, human r igh t s abuses In 
India nave reached an a l l - t ime high, e spec ia l ly on account of 
i / David Simpson, o p . c i t . , p.134 
Hi I b L d . 
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the m€'a3ures taken by the Indian Government to coinbat law-
l<issn€ss a r i s ing out of the s i t ua t i on in Punjab, / ' AjT\nesty, 
Ju d jwview o£ hvuTidri r igh ts v io l a t i ons in Indidi aince 1987, 
publ i thed in 1988, has severely cas t iga t ed the Indian govern-
mont io r i t s al leged f a i lu re tu clamp down on use of 
violence by I n d i a ' s na t ional and s t a t e secur i ty fo rces . I t 
ca l l ed upon the Indian Government to review i t s a n t i - t e r r o r i s t 
laws, p a r t i c u l a r l y the National Securi ty Act (NSA), and t h e i r 
applicrition so as to ensure t ha t t h e i r provis ions can no 
longej- be used to detain innocent people or to curb legi t imate 
19 
political dissent. According to the report, the principal 
victims of violations have been political activists and 
20 
membeis of the country's underprivileged groups, 
fil has reported widespread 'encounter' killings in Punjab 
where security forces "enjoy immunity from prosecution" when 
exercising shoot-at-sight powers. More than seventy young 
Sikhs were claimed to have been killed by police in fake 
encounters in Amritsar district alone in August 1987. In 
response to such allegations, AI says, the government has 
simply issued blanket denials and no investigations appear 
to nave been made. The most persistent allegations of 
trorture of political prisoners have also come from Punjab 
where prisoners are reported to have been beaten while hung txom 
the ceiling with their hands tiea behind their baeks and 
yiven electric shocks. A major AI concern is that hundreds 
of political detainees have been held for more than five 
years under special security laws which lack basic legal 
safeguards. These include 326 Sikhs held in the Jodhpur Jail 
since June 1984, (many of them released in 1988 and 1989), 
19 See Sangeeta Vadra, 'Human Rights and the Role of Amnesty 
International', Indian Journal of Politics, AMU, Aligarh, 
1988, Vol. XXII (3, 4), p.167 
^^ The Indian ^ Express, New Delhi, August 10, 1988 
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dinong them people detained for nonviolent expression of t h e i r 
21 polit:.Gal opinion. 
Hi has also expressed concern at "extra-judicial execu-
tions", unlawful killings by government or government-based 
forces!. It has cited the example of the deliberate killing 
of uncirroed Muslim villagers by the Provincial Armed Constabulary 
(PAC),^^ after communal violence in Meerut in May 1987. Thirty 
villaciers "disappered" after, arrest and another five allegedly 
23 died in police custody. AI has also accused the PAC ot 
"v/ilfully burning and shooting dead dozens of people belonging 
to th€' minority community at Hashimpura, a Meerut locality 
and Mciliana, a nearby village".^"^ AI has asked the Indian 
Government to restore important legal safeguards such as open 
trials to protect people from the abuse of the wide powers 
given to the security forces and from miscarriage of justice. 
An Amnesty report presented to the Indian Government in 
June 1988 details six cases of "disappearances" and deaths in 
custocy and three cases of "gruesome torture" which are 
attrii3uted to the Indian Peace Keeping Force (IPKF) , trying 
to implement the provisions of the Indo-Siri Lanka Accord in 
the strife-torn island of Sri Lanka. In this case, however, 
the iFtdian Government is reported to have assured AI that 
allegations against its forces are being investigated and that 
its findings will be made p\iblic in due course. 
AI has also listed other serious human rights concerns 
25 in India, viz., inter-caste violence linked to criminal 
21 The Hindustan Times, New Delhi, August 9, 1988 
2 2 PA::; is the special police force maintained by the State 
of Uttar Pradesh in India. 
2 3 The Hindustan Times, New Delhi, August 9, 1988 
24 The Times of India, New Delhi, November 21, 1987 
25 ThLj Times of India, New Delhi, February 11, 1988 
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elements in the state of Bihar; the mistreating of arrested 
suspects by the police; the harrasraent of innocent villagers 
uy security personnel during 'combing operations' against 
terroJrists in states like Manipur, Nagaland, and Punjab; 
alleged government pressure against newspapers which criticised 
the government with too much zeal; ^ and concern over women's 
rights in connection with dowry deaths and a prominent 
27 instance of sati. 
c;oncern has also been expressed over extremely poor 
prison conditions in India. Press reports included claims ot 
sexuaiL atauae of female prisoners and use of prisoners by 
20 piltoon ottioidla lor domestic labour. 
Delivering the key-note address at a Seminar on "Observance 
of Hunan Rights in India with special reference to the vulnerable 
sections of society". Justice V.M.Tarkunde, an eminent jurist, 
said that hiunan rights in India were being blatantly violated 
b«causie power had become centralised; it was not in the hands, 
of the xjeople as they had taken no initiative to rule themselves. 
He added that this was because political parties in India were 
inifc'Et-sted in power wrangles, and not in educating the people, 
29 
so as to bring about a democratic culture in them. This 
statement more or less corroborates the evidence that AI has 
provlcied in support of its claim of massive human rights 
violations in India. 
India has, however, accused Amnesty of presenting a 
distojted picture of happenings and events in the country. 
Reiterating that India's commitment to universal human rights 
26 g'he Indian Express is especially mentioned in this connection, 
27 Sati is the ancient Indian practice among Hindu Rajputs of 
widow-burning at the husband's pyre. 
28 The Times of India, New Delhi, February 11, 1988 
29 Ciuoted in The Times of India, New Delhi, October 11, 1987 
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was "total and unqualified", it has been claimed that most of 
the specific charges of alleged human rights violations in 
Inaia are baseless. 
Paradoxically/ the Indian government refused to grant 
permission to an AI delegation seeking to conduct research on 
human rights violations in Punjab in 1988 on the ground that 
it was totally unnecessary. 
In a separate indictment of the human rights situation in 
India, the US State Department has listed several practices 
which are not consistent with the precepts of the consti-
tutiori. The report claims that over and above general 
allegfitions of torture and cruel treatment of prisoners in police 
custody, there is legally sanctioned discrimination against 
women, manifested in various family, marriage and inheritance 
'11 
laws," Females suffer a higher mortality, perhaps due, 
atleasit in part, to discriminatory attitudes. Contractors 
KCt Icjwer wages when employing women for work involving 
physic:al labour. These factors underscore the traditionally 
low economic and social value placed upon females. 
].n some cases higher caste communities have mobilised 
againiJt improving conditions for the disadvantaged, sometimes 
resulting in violence. According to the same report, the 
number of bonded workers in the country is ten times the 
government figure of 235,670. It has also been estimated 
that one quarter of the world's child labour is attributable 
to India, 
On September 20, 1988, Amnesty International wrote to 
the Oiief Minister of Bihar, Mr.Bhagwat Jha Azad, seeking 
his c(;mments on reports of violations of human rights in the 
iO IjAd,, , August 10, 19BB 
'"^ TKfc- iitatesuuiu, N«-'w Delhi, February 12, 1989 
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state, It also proposed to the Chief Minister that an AI 
delegation be permitted to visit Bihar to discuss its 
concejrns. Armed with evidence of torture, ill-treatment, 
deliberate and unlawful killing of people — particularly 
those belonging to the underprivileged sections of the society— 
and rape of village women and girls. Amnesty recommended that 
the Bihar government consider a review of the composition, 
structure and training methods of the police and hoped 
that increased powers would be given to the Harijan-Adivasi 
cell c»f the Bihar police, to enable the same to act more 
effectively to protect the rights of members of underprivi-
32 leged groups, 
India's quick denial of AI's charges of widespread police 
tortuie and other human rights violations is unconvincing^ 
to say the least: "The government's eagerness to dub 
specific injitances of human rights violations mentioned in 
the reports as mere "stray incidents" reveals the casual 
33 
attitude with which violations are viewed by it," The fact 
that only a tiny fraction of such cases are brought to the 
attention of AI indicates the real magnitude of the problem. 
The government's claim that "wherever charges were proved, 
exemplary action was taken against the guilty", appears 
hollow and misleading, considering its virtual reluctance to 
take action against police officials involved in such wrong 
doings. Only in a few stray cases, where an incident become 
a serious pxablic issue, is some action taken. It is only when 
exemplary action will be taken against the guilty officials 
that Inidia's image as a champion of human rights will be 
refurbished. 
32 M.Jabbar Alam, 'Reign of Police Killings in Bihar Flourish-
^"'3' New Age, New Delhi, January 29, 1989 
33 R.P.Yadav, 'Human Rights', in The Times of India, New Delhi. 
August 29, 1988 
34 ito.Ld. 
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Amnesty'3 Mandate ; Time for a Change? 
^t AI's International Council meeting held in Aguas de 
Lindola, Brazil, in 1987, a Mandate Review Committee was 
e«t,3bLiahed with the purpose of undertaking a major review ol 
AI's mandate in order "to analyse in a systematic way the 
mandate of AI in light of its international membership and 
development; and the effectiveness of AI in light of its 
international membership and developkent; and the effective-
ness of AI in achieving its overall goals for the forthcoming 
yearsj and to work out proposals for the mandate on questions 
35 
of ma;or significance for the whole movement." 
The first meeting of the Mandate Review Committee Was held 
on JuJy 27 and 28, 1988 at the International Secretariat. It was 
agreec that the concepts such as arbitrary detention and other 
physical restrictions may need a new and possibly extended 
interpretation. Among other things discussed werej 
(1) Cldrification of the mandate dealing with violence 
and armed conflict, with particular attention to 
hostage taking by non-governmental entitites, govern-
ment complicity, the violence clause, extra-judicial 
executions and humanitarian law; 
(2) Whether a definition of 'physical restriction* can be 
extended to deportation and exile, forcible relocation 
or enforced transmigration and statelessness; 
(3) The implications of the inclusion within the mandate 
of persons imprisoned because of their homosexual 
identity or conduct; 
(4) The death penalty and cruel^ inhuman and degrading 
treatment in light of measures short of abolition 
o:: the death penalty, the death penalty and non-
political cases, the issue of the death penalty, 
torture or other cruel, inhuman or degrading treat-
ment or punishment in Islamic countries; 




(5) Fair trial in light of administrative detention, 
the detention of political refugees, the release 
of non-prisoners of conscience in circumstances 
•fihere fair trials have not been held and what is 
a reasonable time and the nature of incommunicado 
detention; 
(6) Prisoners of conscience in light of racist state-
ments, land disputes and "tax resistor" cases; and 
(7) Cruel, inhuman and degrading treatment with an 
fimphasia on prison conditions; the treatment of 
psychiatric inmates, police stations and the deten~ 
1:ion of political refugees, 
'].'he Committee held its next meeting on March 3, 4 and 5, 
1989 at the International Secretariat, An interim report for 
discussion purposes only was also placed before the 19th 
37 
International Council Meeting in Dublin, Ireland. The 
Committee feels that it is essential that a thorough debate 
takes place regarding the issues of concern to AI's mandate 
and that the membership participate in that debate. 
III other worda, the membership of AI is well aware ot the 
need for a reassessment and change of its objectives as well as 
its approach. But this, if it comes at all, will obviously 
take time. As experience has shown, mere signing of documents 
by ntit.ions is not enough to bring about positive changes in ihu 
intern.ational human rights environment. What is necessary is 
d serious coimiitment on the part of governments to human rights 
principles and a greciter zeal for implementing thein. Ndtionti . 
of the world also need to rethink and modify one of the sacred 
principles of International Relations — noninterference in 
the internal affairs of a state. Important as this principle 
has been and must be in political affairs, it should have no 
place in questions of human rights. No state can claim that 
if it abuses citizens it is solely its internal affair. "^ ^ The 
3 7 Tbdd. 
*•< Sairjee^^ Vadra, op.cit., p. 171 
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patte;:n should not be allowed to continue as a prelude to the 
univexsalisatlon of human rights. 
M has, on itia part, despite structural and functional 
limitations and a major resource crunch, endeavoured to 
alleviate falling global hximan rights standards. It has had 
a reasonable amount of success, as indicated by the data 
available. But it cannot obviously sit back and relax. On the 
contrary, it has to put in more and more effort to mobilize 
international public opinion against violations of human rights 
by nations, thereby securing a better environment for the 
unfortunate and helpless victims of human rights violations 
all over the world. 
What AI needs today, not only for its image as an effectlvt 
human rights agency but also for an overall improvement in 
the Global human rights scene, is cooperation from governments. 
This has, however, not been forthcoming, with many governments 
refusing to allow investigating AI teams to visit their 
resp€:ctive countries. Moreover, Amnesty reports are often 
branded as distortions, the only apparent purpose of which is 
to allegedly serve those who seek the downfall of the govern-
mentfi — an allegation hardly justified, considering that 
AI has always sought to ensure that no external considerations, 
whether political or religious or ideological, influence or 
inhibit it in the pursuit of its tasks. A change in the 
attii-ude of governments thus becomes an important prerequisite 
for the universal realisation of human rights. 
This change will take time to come about. In the meantime, 
however, AI has stuck to its mandate, despite noncooperative 
governments and the nonbinding nature of its recommendations, 
of seeking to curtail, if not stop, violations of human 
rights. 
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In retrospect, all measures required to guarantee 
universal human rights are measures which will ensure estab-
lishment of peaceful human societies. This is a strangely 
naglected subject; it ia at the same time the most urgent 
and important and appears to require the heaviest inputs in 
research, education and propaganda that the international 
coiBniunity can muster. And in this. Amnesty International 
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